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Remembering Max
The death of Max Fordham FCIBSE last month marked 
a solemn start to 2022. Max was the best known and 
most influential building services engineer in the UK. 
His integrated approach to design was ahead of its 
time, and  meant he was revered far beyond the sector , 
admired by leading architects and engineers from 
across the professions. 

Maxí s legacy will live on in his groundbreaking 
buildings, the  partnership he created, and the number 
of talented, freethinking engineers that he  inspired to 
set up on their own. All his work was determined by 
occupant comfort and optimal performance, and his 
last project ñ  his own home in Camden ñ  embodied 

everything that Max stood for. As Bill Bordass says in our tributes to Max on page 18, 
his house ë embodies his lifetime ambition of no heating, no cooling, and no lighting 
while the sun is above the horizoní .

Maxí s creative thinking will be much missed as we strive to decarbonise buildings, 
while making it safe and comfortable for all. One of the great challenges in the UK is 
tackling the off grid rural communities that currently rely on fossil fuel boilers for 
heating and domestic hot water. On page 20, we interview the engineers behind the 
heat network being installed  in the village of Swaffham Prior , Cambridgeshire. 

This  spring, the first villagers will be able to  link up to a network of hot water pipes 
 connected to an energy centre, featuring both ground source and air source heat 
pumps. Bouygues E&S ha s worked closely with Cambridgeshire County Council 
(CCC) to  consider how such a scheme can be  economically and technically feasible. 

Working in CCCí s favour was a solar farm it owned nearby that Bouygues was 
able to connect to the energy centre without going through the National Grid. The 
boreholes for the ground source heating have been positioned in a field that is also 
owned by CCC.

The scheme is likely to be a blueprint for other similar schemes, and offers 
valuable lessons for those creating sustainable methods of decarbonisation for off
grid communities. 

The 2022 Hays Salary Survey finds the building services sector in upbeat mood, 
with 98% of employers surveyed saying they expect activity levels to increas e or stay  
the same in the next year, and 83% expecting to recruit over the same period.

An impressive 68% of employees say they feel positive about their career 
prospects, compared  with 35% last year , but they doní t just want jobs that pay more 
money  ñ  60% of professionals said they would be prepared to accept a lower paid job 
for a better work life balance or a  role with more purpose. 

EDITORIAL
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Industry figures have been paying tribute 
to building services pioneer Max Fordham 
FCIBSE FREng, who died last month, aged 88.

Max set up Max Fordham & Partners in 
1966, with his wife Taddy. The company 
become one of the most influential in the 
building services sector, with many of its 
alumni going on to form groundbreaking 
design practices of their own. 

Consultant Bill Bordass said of Max: ‘What 
a mind, what a character, what a legacy – his 
imagination, his buildings, the firm that bears 

his name, and the generations of scientists 
that he turned into environmental designers 
and engineers.’

One of the great champions of sustainable 
building design, Max was CIBSE President in 
2001 and won the CIBSE Gold Medal in 1997. 
He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Academy 
of Engineering in 1992 and, in 2008, won the 
prestigious Prince Philip Designers Prize.

Terry Wyatt, FCIBSE and CIBSE past-
president, said: ‘He was a prominent figure 
in our profession, which is now diminished by 
his departure.’

Simon Allford, co-founder of architects 
AHMM and current RIBA president, said: ‘He 
was a true visionary – a pioneer of sustainable 
design and engineering. He collaborated on 
projects across sectors – from housing estates 
to theatres and arts centres – helping to create 
a vast portfolio of exceptional buildings.’ 

Rod Bunn, past editor of !"#$%&'()*+,-, said: 
‘Max was a father figure to the industry. We 
owe him a great debt.’

Max’s contribution to engineering 
extended beyond building services. He 
patented inventions and brought new rigour 
to delivering building performance. 

More recently, Max Fordham’s contribution 
to Passivhaus buildings design won the 
consultancy consecutive CIBSE Building 
Performance Awards for housing, with Max’s 
own Passivhaus home winning Residential 
Project of the Year in 2021.

Other notable projects under his leadership 
include Tate St Ives, Alexandra Road estate, 
Camden, the Judge Business School, and 
Manchester’s Contact Theatre.

Economic scars of 
pandemic revealed
Consulting engineers saw drops in 
revenue growth and headcount last 
year, according to a new study, by 
the Association for Consultancy and 
Engineering (ACE), that reveals the 
scars left by the pandemic. 

Aceí s Benchmarking Study for 
2021, published last month, covers 
about 60% of the sector by market 
value. It shows sta! numbers 
decreased by an average of 4.2% at 
larger fi rms and 17.4% at small and 
medium sized enterprises (SMEs). 
This led to a drop in overhead and 
operating expenses ñ  by 17.9% and 
19% for large consultancies and 
SMEs respectively.  

Revenue growth was also down 
sharply for large companies ñ  1.7%, 
compared with 6.3% in 2019. SMEsí  
revenue growth fell to 1.3% from 
3.4% two years ago. 

Chip shortage could 
squeeze boiler supply
A global shortage of 
semiconductors is constraining 
the availability of boilers at a time 
when demand is exceptionally 
high, according to the Construction 
Leadership Council (CLC). 

Although it had not seen direct 
evidence that a shortage of chips 
is a!ecting production, the CLCí s 
product availability working group 
is to increase market surveillance to 
spot early signs of disruption. 

It added that, because of the 
size of orders, there is a bias in the 
supply chain towards automotive 
and electronics fi rms, which may 
cause issues for manufacturers 
of boilers and building related 
electrical systems when 
semiconductors are in short supply.

Gas grid set to deliver 
hydrogen from 2023
Plans published by the Energy 
Networks Association show that 
Britainí s gas grid will be ready to 
start blending hydrogen in the 
countryí s network from next year.

Britainí s hydrogen blending 
delivery plan outlines how all 
fi ve gas grid companies will meet 
the governmentí s target for gas 
pipes to be ready to deliver 20% 
hydrogen to homes and businesses 
from 2023, as a replacement for 
up to a fi fth of the natural gas 
currently used. Britainí s gas fi red 
power plants will also be able to 
use blended hydrogen to generate 
cleaner electricity, the plan says.

!"#$%!&'

Work life balance key for engineers
Building service employees are in a bullish mood about their prospects and many are looking for more 
flexibility on work-life balance and location, according to the latest Hays/!"#$%&'()*+,- annual salary 
and benefits survey. The proportion who feel positive about their career prospects has nearly doubled, 
from 35% this time last year to 68% now. The average pay rise recorded in the survey was 3.4%, 
which compares with 1.1% last year. 

Nearly half (45%) of the engineers surveyed said they had moved jobs in the past 12 months, and a 
further 31% had considered moving. The main reason given for wanting to leave their current role was 
the salary or benefits package (27%), followed by location (26%). More than half (60%) said they 
would be prepared to accept a lower-paid job for a better work-life balance or a job with more purpose. 
A third (33%) said they would be prepared to take a lower-paid job for better work-life balance alone. 

Nearly half (48%) said they would be tempted to change employer if offered flexible hybrid 
working, and 47% said they would prefer their organisation to increase its focus on flexible working. 
More than three-quarters (78%) said an organisation’s purpose is important when considering a role. 

Andrew Swain-Smith, chair of building services engineering at BDP, said: ‘People are looking to 
move for reasons other than… salary. Clearly, people don’t change jobs without seeking to maximise 
the opportunity to increase their salary, but I don’t see that as a driver in the same way as in the past.’ 

$()*+),-#./01)2/.#3)4,//0#567#'40+869:#
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GUV no magic bullet, says Noakes

Government must do more 
ahead of climate impacts
A government report on climate change  has 
identifi  ed eight priority risks that require 
urgent action as a result of global warming. 
The y include risks to human health, wellbeing 
and productivity from increased exposure to 
heat in homes and other buildings. 

The Climate change risk assessment report 
states that  the UK government and  devolved 
administrations have made ë some progressí , 
but ë must go much further and faster to truly 
prepare for the impacts of a warmer worldí .

The report was published  amid mounting 
anxiety  over rising gas costs, which  are set to 
push the price cap on household energy bills 
to nearly £2,000 when it is  revised in April. 

CIBSE recommends 
whole building retrofi  ts
The recent update to Building Regulations 
missed opportunities to tackle existing stock, 
according to CIBSEí s head of sustainability 
Julie Godefroy.  She sa ys there  are limited 
changes to Approved Document L  ñ   governing 
energy use  ñ  for existing buildings, and 
the requirements still rely on an elemental 
approach, where thermal e!  ciency targets 
are set for individual components.

 ë The approach does not maximise 
opportunities, does not su!  ciently make 
the links between energy, overheating, 
air quality  and fabric, and does not 
prevent carbon lock ins and unintended 
consequences,í  said Godefroy.

CIBSE recommends  a whole building 
approach, as promoted in PAS 2035 and 2038 . 
ë Works to existing buildings should put them 
on track to net zero, as a one o"  or as part of a 
step by step retrofi  t plan,í  added Godefroy. 

Following  LETIí s Climate emergency retrofi  t 
guide for homes, CIBSE and LETI are  working 
on a non domestic building version.  Find out 
more at bit.ly/CJFeb22retrofi  t

Covid 19 loses 90% of its 
 infectivity in fi  ve minutes
Coronavirus loses much of its ability to infect 
after fi  ve minutes in the air, as the aerosols 
in which it is transported  dry out, according 
to a new academic study   by the University of 
Bristolí s Aerosol Research Centre.

It concluded that there is a 90% decrease 
in infectivity of Covid 19 over 20 minutes,  and 
a ë large proportioní  of the loss occurs  in the 
fi  rst fi  ve minutes after the virus is transmitted 
via aerosols. The decline  is heavily infl  uenced 
by  humidity , with  salts inside the droplets 
crystallising more rapidly in drier conditions, 
leading to a ë near instant lossí  of infectivity in 
more than half of the virus. 

Cath Noakes, professor of environmental 
engineering for buildings at the University of 
Leeds, tweeted that the study  is important , 
but doesní t undermine the value of ventilation. 
She said: ë In most spaces aerosols will 
disperse throughout the room in fi  ve minutes 
and as long as the infector stays in the room 
they are continually produced.í  
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Boost building safety 
through procurement
The Department for Levelling Up, 
Housing and Communities has 
published new guidance on how 
collaborative procurement for 
design and construction can boost 
building safety. The guidance is 
designed to support the more 
stringent regulatory system 
being introduced  through the 
Building Safety Bill.

New SCA guides focus 
on vents and fans
The Smoke Control Association 
(SCA) has released two new 
reference guides , the fi  rst of 
which provides information on 
natural smoke and heat exhaust 
vents. The second  aims to raise 
awareness of the fact that powered 
smoke extract fans  ñ  selected, 
manufactured and installed in 
accordance with EN 12101 3:2015  ñ  
must then be maintained correctly.
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Housing Minister confi rms cost of 
remediation will not fall on leaseholders
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response ë disappointingí
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November’s fi gures mark  biggest 
monthly rise since March 2021

!"#$%&'(%)"#*"'%+'%*&"$,*)#*-".,/0,&*%"*

%1,*1)21,$%*3,.,3**$,,#*$)#(,*4,+%,/0,&*56789*

according to the Offi ce for National Statistics’ 
(ONS’) latest snapshot of the sector. 

The ONS monthly fi gures show that 
construction output increased by 3.5% in 
November 2021, to £14.6bn. This  was the 
3:&2,$%*/"#%13;*&)$,**)#*("#$%&'(%)"#*"'%+'%*

growth since March 2021 , and contributed to 
the fi rst three-monthly increase since July 2021. 
 Construction output increas ed 1.6%  in the three 
months to November 2021. 

There were also increases in the levels of new 
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Energy prices high 
for at least two years
Soaring energy prices could last 
up to two years, the boss of the 
UKí s biggest energy supplier has 
said. Chris Oí Shea, chief executive 
of British Gas owner Centrica, 
told Radio 4í s Today programme 
that there was ë no reasoní  to 
expect gas prices would come 
down ë any time sooní  in the next 
18 months to two years. 

Covid disrupts 
fi  rm sí   net zero plans
Almost half (48%) of Irish and UK 
industrial businesses are aiming  to 
be carbon neutral in the next three 
to fi  ve years. However, the survey  ñ  
carried out by energy management 
company Schneider Electric  ñ  said 
39% reported that the pandemic 
had disrupted their plans to become 
more sustainable.

BSI publishes fi  re risk 
code for cladding
The British Standards Institution 
(BSI) has published a new code of 
practice for the fi  re risk appraisal 
of external wall construction and 
cladding of existing multistorey 
and multi occupied residential 
buildings.  PAS 9980:2021,  Fire 
risk appraisal of external wall 
construction and cladding of 
existing blocks of fl  ats , is  for use by 
fi  re engineers and other competent 
building professionals when  doing a 
fi  re risk appraisal of external walls .

work and repair  and maintenance – by 1.5% 
and 1.6% respectively –  during the three months 
ending November 2021. 

<(("&=)#2*%"*%1,*>-49*:#,(="%:3*,.)=,#(,*
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for the increases were strong demand for work, 
an easing of supply chain bottlenecks for certain 
+&"='(%$9*:#=*%1,*'#$,:$"#:03;*/)3=*:#=*=&;*

weather during November. 
The upbeat  construction fi gures in November 

were driven solely by an increase in new work, 
which rose by 5.7%, while there was a slight 
decline of 0.2% for repair  and maintenance . 

@1,**3,.,3*"?*("#$%&'(%)"#*"'%+'%*)#*

November 2021 was 1.3% (£197m ) above the 
February 2020, pre-coronavirus  pandemic level.   

The Society of Façade Engineering (SFE) has joined forces with Zak to co-locate the SFE Façade 
Awards & Dinner with the Zak World of Façades London conference.

The event, taking place on 3 November 2022 at the Hilton Park Lane, London, will bring 
together professionals from across the globe and will represent one of the largest gatherings for 
the sector. 

Zak World of Façades is a global international conference on façade design and engineering, 
providing an opportunity to enhance knowledge and skills on key subjects related to building 
envelope design, engineering, fabrication and installation. 

The SFE Façade Awards recognise and reward excellence and achievements in façade 
engineering, raising the profile of, and drawing attention to, the importance of this discipline 
in modern architecture. 

The awards will take place after the conference and be presented at the dinner. For more 
)#?"&/:%)"#*:0"'%*%1,*("#?,&,#(,9*.)$)%*www.zakwof.com For details of how to book a place 
:%*%1,*=)##,&9*:#=*?"&*$+"#$"&$1)+*"++"&%'#)%),$9*("#%:(%*aemmett@cibse.org

Conference addition for faÁ ade awards
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New CIBSE officers, board members and 
council members take office each year 
from the AGM in May. Officers and board 
members serve on the Board, which is the 
Institution’s governing body. It comprises 
the seven officers (President, president-elect, 
three vice-presidents, honorary treasurer 
and immediate past president) and five 
board members.  

The Institution’s By-Laws and Regulations 
require that all candidates for officer and 
board member vacancies arising at the 
AGM must be considered by the Institution’s 
Nominations Panel, to which all sections 
of the Institution are invited to suggest 
candidates for consideration.  

The Panel gives careful thought to its 
recommendations and seeks to reflect 
Charity Commission guidance by nominating 
a range of candidates with the skills and 
experience required to fulfil the Board’s 
role as the governing body of a significant 

registered charity. It also seeks to ensure 
that the Board includes a balance of 
representation from different sectors of 
the industry.  

Having considered the advice of the 
Panel, the Board nominates candidates for 
president-elect and board member vacancies.  
The Board’s candidates for vacancies arising 
at the AGM in May 2022 are as follows:

8)./0*.+19.:.-1;&6*)0(+&!(1-2<':.&!%+=&
>!"#$%?&@.@A.)/&'3&12.&#'()*;&B0'+.:&
C(@./&!%+=&4!"#$%D&E,12&F.::5&G(/H.11&
!%+=&4!"#$%D&I(J0*&$1.J.+/&!%+=&>!"#$%

The Board, having considered the 
Nominations Panel’s advice, also 
appoints three vice-presidents and the 
honorary treasurer to take office at the 
next AGM. These appointments are 
normally made from those who serve, 
or have served, on the Board, and all 
those listed below are current or past 
officers or board members. The Board’s 
appointments to take office in these roles 

Nominations and appointments of o!cers, 
board members and council members
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Time to refl ect on CPD 
and a new portal 
Under new continuing professional 
development (CPD) requirements, 
CIBSE corporate members are now 
required to address the following 
questions when recording their CPD:
1. What did I learn from this activity?
2. How will I apply this learning to 

my work?
3.How will I further develop this learning 

to meet any gaps in my knowledge, 
skills and understanding?

To help with this, CIBSE has launched a 
new professional development portal: 
mycareerpath. Owned and developed 
by the Engineering Council, the portal 
can be used to plan, record and refl ect 
on CPD, as well as track individual 
competence, as you work to achieve 
Engineering Council registration. 

It will also help sta! and volunteers 
to streamline the audit process; 
CIBSE currently audits 10% of members 
each year. 

The mycareerpath portal can be 
accessed in the MyCIBSE area of the 
website, under My CPD. Please note, 
it is for membership use only ñ  CIBSE 
Certifi cation will continue to use the 
previous portal.

from the AGM in May 2022 are as follows: 
K0-.9<)./0*.+1/;&B./&!'<.:(+*&!%+=&
>!"#$%D&>0'+(&!',/0+/&!%+=&>!"#$%D&(+*&
8B&L,.+&>!"#$%?&2'+')()5&1).(/,).);&K0+-.&
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The Council is a larger consultative body 
that advises the Board on Institution policy. 
It includes representatives of regions, 
societies, groups, networks and standing 
committees, and elected members, who 
serve a three-year term. 

The Board has agreed to operate a similar 
procedure for election as that applying to 
Board members, and two corporate and 
one non-corporate positions are available 
for election each year. The Board, having 
considered the advice of the Nominations 
Panel, agreed to nominate the following 
individuals for vacancies arising at the AGM 
in May 2022:

4.@A.)/&'3&-',+-0:;&40H.&#,)1'+&
M-')<')(1.ND&6+*5&$+.5*&M-')<')(1.ND&(+*&
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Abstracts are being sought for a special 
issue of !"#$%#&'()*+,#-*.(/&'#&**+#&'(
0*.*1+-2 1&%(3*-2&4$4'5 (!)/063) to 
highlight the latest knowledge and 
developments in all areas related to 
building services as a key element of 
the circular economy.

If you have research or practice that could 
be suitable to feature in this special issue, 
and are able to produce a robust, peer-
reviewed research paper or technical note 
or review paper, the editorial board would 
like to hear from you. They are looking for 
research papers in the following areas:
● Circular economy of building services 

systems and/or products
● Embodied carbon 
● Maintenance and operational aspects
● End-of-life recyclability and reusability 

of building services and systems
● Circular economy models, methods 

and tools
● Circular economy in sectors such as 

hospitality, supermarkets and offices
● Circular economy case studies.

The deadline for abstracts (of no more 
than 200 words) is 14 March. Visit 
A01P:5Q!C>.ARR#$%EST
● The deadline for sending abstracts for the 
issue on Future fit performance of homes is 
14 February. Visit A01P:5Q!C>.ARR#$%ESR

BSER&T special to focus 
on circular economy
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Young Lighter of the Year 
rethinks healthcare rooms

Ruth Carter to speak 
at Rumford Club
CIBSE chief executive Ruth Carter 
will be speaking on the future 
of CIBSE at The Rumford Club on 
23 February.

She will be discussing her 
strategy and vision, and what she 
intends to achieve for CIBSE as CEO. 
Carter will explain how CIBSE can 
lead delivery of the safe, net zero 
carbon buildings required to meet 
new carbon emissions targets and 
building safety rules.

She is intent on creating a 
modern, exemplar, professional 
engineering institution that can 
respond to the needs of the building 
services community.

Carter will be open to hearing 
the views of Rumford members 
who are also long standing 
CIBSE members. For more 
information and to book, https://
therumfordclub.co.uk/programme 

Membership surgery
Surgeries are being o!ered to 
give members a free, 30 minute 
Engineering Practice Report review 
with a CIBSE interviewer (£20 for 
non members). The surgeries 
are open to anyone applying for 
ACIBSE or MCIBSE membership 
who would like some extra support 
with the report. 

Sessions take place across the 
year and are an opportunity to 
speak to a professional interviewer 
to review your draft report and 
discuss any questions. 

Premium review appointments 
of 60 minutes are also available at 
a cost of £25 for members (£40 for 
non members).

For more information, visit 
bit.ly/CJFeb22CN1
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SCA Webinar Programme
The Smoke Control Association (SCA) will be running a series of CIBSE certified CPD 
webinars in February and March. The four scheduled webinars are free to attend and will 
be hosted on the Zoom platform.

l Tuesday 22nd February (12 noon) - Guide on Smoke Control to Common Escape 
Routes in Apartment High Rise Buildings

l Tuesday 1st March (12 noon) - Guide to CFD Design of Smoke Systems

l Tuesday 8th March (12 noon) - Guide to Smoke Shaft Acceptance and Testing

l Tuesday 15th March (12 noon) - Design of Car Park Smoke Control Systems by CFD

If you would like to attend any of these webinars 
please email: info@smokecontrol.org.uk
and you will be sent the registration details. 

POLICY  |  HYWEL DAVIES

12   February 2022   www.cibsejournal.com 

The Grenfell Tower Inquiry has 
received much evidence about 
the practicality of full scale fire 
testing, appropriateness of test 

methods, and interpretation of results. One 
concern is that these tests on standardised 
assemblies do not reflect real construction 
and the results need interpreting to try 
to anticipate how a real design would 
perform, based on the test results. It is 
often said that every building is a prototype 
and it is simply impractical to test every 
design at full scale before construction. 

The only way to know how a building will really 
perform is, of course, to build it and then test it. While 
destructive tests are clearly impractical, there is no reason 
not to test the performance of the building to confirm that 
the engineering systems have been installed correctly  and 
provide a healthy environment as designed and intended.

This is what is done in ë sea trialsí ; a ship is 
comprehensively put through its paces, and its systems 
fully tested, before handover to its owners. 

This approach is not limited to ships. It is perfectly 
possible to test the various systems in a building to 
demonstrate that they work and are controlled effectively , 
are set up and adjusted to work efficiently, and deliver a 
healthy and infection resilient environment. 

 It should already happen to most buildings. It 
is a legal requirement now and has been for years. 
Regulation 44 ñ  and now the new 44ZA of the Building 
Regulations ñ  and requirements L1(b)(iii) and L2(b), 
which address commissioning, are in Part L of Schedule 1 
of those Regulations. They clearly require commissioning 
of fixed building services. 

Every fixed building service 
(Regulation44) and every system for 
on site electricity generation (Regulation 
44ZA , which comes into force in June 
this year)  require commissioning and  that 
ë a notice confirming  the fixed building 
services have been commissioned in 
accordance with a procedure approved 
by the Secretary of Stateí   be provided to 
Building Control. 

The new Approved Document L2 
makes clear that the intention of this 
regulation is that commissioning is 

planned at the outset, and undertaken in accordance 
with the CIBSE Commissioning Codes and BSRIA 
Commissioning Guides. Some readers may say there 
is nothing new here: commissioning has been a legal 
requirement, albeit widely ignored, for many years  ñ so 
what is new?

Three things should change the attitude to 
commissioning. First, the Building Safety Bill will change 
the  building  inspection regime. In higher risk buildings 
(HRBs), it will be under the direct oversight of the new 
building safety regulator (BSR), who will take a much 

A full scale test
!"#$%&#'(#))$!*+#&$,&-.#/0$"-1$2&*32,#/$/4156114*'$-7*6,$,"#$2&-5,45-)4,0$
and usefulness of full-scale fi re tests of building products and assemblies. 
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CHOOSE

Hamworthyí s
Tyneham
heat pump
NEW FOR 2022

Compact monobloc air source heat 
pump with up to 4.85 COP and R32 
refrigerant. Can be cascaded up to 
490kW for commercial installations.

hamworthy heating.com
enquiries@hamworthy heating.com
01202 662500

6 MODELS
14   70kW OUTPUT

closer interest and  require safety cases and safety case 
reports for those buildings, both new and existing.

For a new building, the  regulator is not going to be 
persuaded to issue a certificate of occupancy without 
 convincing evidence of commissioning. For an existing 
HRB, the BSR will not be convinced that the building 
engineering systems are safe without evidence that they 
have been commissioned, or recommissioned in an 
older building. 

Second, the BSR will set standards across the building 
control profession and will regulate all buildings, not just 
12,500 HRBs. It would be a surprise if that does not lead to 
a greater focus on commissioning.

Third, across Whitehall, the Department  for Business, 
Energy and Industrial Strategy  is bearing down on 
operational energy use in commercial buildings. New 
targets and disclosure requirements will publicly identify 
energy profligate buildings. One way to reduce energy use 
is to commission buildings to operate efficiently. 

That is why CIBSE is working with the Commissioning 
Specialists Association to update its  commissioning 
 management  code, Code M. This will reinforce the 
need for a commissioning plan, identifying what needs 
commissioning and how. 

 But there is no need to wait for new legislation on 
commissioning ñ  ití s already there. Every building should 
have its engineering services fully tested and commissioned 
to demonstrate they work effectively to meet current 
regulation, let alone the new Building Safety Act.

References:
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ì New targets and disclosure 
requirements will publicly 
identify energy profl  igate 
buildingsî
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Shortly before Christmas,  the 
government published a  Building 
Regulations package, including the 
new Approved Documents L and F 

for new and existing buildings, and a new 
Approved Document O on overheating for 
new homes and other residential buildings.

The changes will come into force in 
June , and are meant  to be  stepping stones 
towards the 2025 Future Homes/Buildings 
Standard (FHS/FBS), when new buildings 
will not need future retrofit to become zero 
carbon with grid decarbonisation. 

Carbon reduction
 The government expects this  revision 
to deliver carbon savings of 31% for 
new homes and 27% for new non
domestic buildings. What  it will actually 
deliver is uncertain,  as the calculation 
methodologies (SAP and  the NCM) do 
not relate well to actual performance, and 
 cover regulated uses only. 

Metrics
A major change is the introduction of a 
primary energy metric, alongside carbon 
dioxide, to encourage efficient use of energy resources 
at the system level. While no  metric is perfect, 80% 
of consultation respondents, including CIBSE, raised 
concerns about this change because: 
■  It means little to consumers,  so doesní t facilitat e a closer 

link between performance and occupant s 
■   Primary energy and carbon emissions rely on conversion 

factors  that change over time,  so it doesní t  help with 
 tracking  progress 

■  Primary energy could favour gas over electricity,  which 
will send confusing messages on heat decarbonisation. 

An energy use metric, together with carbon emissions, 
would better address the key goals of energy efficiency, 
carbon reduction  and consumer engagement. 

Low carbon heat
Gas connections to new buildings are still allowed , but 
will be banned from 2025 for homes and possibly some 
non domestic buildings. The consultations included clear 
statements about  heat decarbonisation, anticipating a mix 
of technologies in  future, with a  key role for heat pumps. 

For new homes, the 2021 notional 
dwelling ñ  the one  that sets targets for the 
actual dwelling ñ  has a gas boiler; a heat 
pump would have  given a clearer message 
and more incentive for low  carbon heat. 

For non domestic buildings, the heating 
fuel in the notional building follows 
that of the actual building, except for 
coal and other high carbon fuels, which 
are compared with gas. A statement in 
the consultation response is a telling 
illustration of the perverse effects  of these 
shifting targets: ë  We will be revising the 
specification of the heat pump notional 
building. This reduces the assumed 
efficiency of the heating system in the 
target building, providing additional 
incentive to install heat pumps.í 1

Instead of setting an ambitious target 
that  buildings would have to meet 
regardless of their heating system, 
promoting energy efficiency and low 
carbon heat in a technology agnostic 
way, low carbon heat is encouraged by 
allowing poorer installations, at the cost of 
performance and impacts on consumers.  

There are important changes in how 
heat networks are treated:
■  For existing networks, the notional building is connected 

to a network of the same performance  ñ  so, there is  no 
incentive for existing networks to improve. Instead, 
existing networks should be required to produce a 
decarbonisation plan, and their performance should be 
assessed on a much  similar basis to other solutions. 

■  For new networks, homes are compared  with an on site 
gas boiler, and non domestic buildings  with a network 
with 15% distribution losses supplied,  for the majority, 
by a CHP, with some heat pump contribution, giving a 
carbon content of heat similar to that of an on site boiler 
(0.23kgCO2/kWh). This  should provide more incentive 
for efficient and lower  carbon new networks.

New home
Significant changes are introduced to air permeability 
testing: all homes need to be tested, with sample testing no 
longer allowed. The low pressure  pulse (ë  pulseí ) technique, 
which provides results at 4Pa, is approved as an alternative 
to the fan pressurisation (ë blower doorí ) technique. Testing 
should be done according to CIBSE TM23 (2022). 

■
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What  regs revisions 
mean for zero carbon
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ì The notional 
dwelling has 
a gas boiler; 
a heat pump 
would have 
given a clearer 
messageî

VOICES  |  JULIE GODEFROY
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COMBINE

Hamworthyí s
Wessex 
ModuMax mk3 
low NOxboiler
REDUCED NOx VERSION
FOR SUMMER 2022

A new version of our modular boiler 
with NOx emissions of 24 mg/kWhr 
or below, up to 15:1 turndown ratio, 
40° C delta T and 90° C output for top 
up and back up heat demands.

12 MODELS
97   762kW OUTPUT

hamworthy heating.com
enquiries@hamworthy heating.com
01202 662500
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 Homes also have to meet the Fabric Energy Efficiency 
Standard. The maximum allowable air permeability is 
8m3.h 1.m 2 at 50Pa (vs 10 currently), or 1.57m3.h 1.m 2 at 4Pa, 
and it remains 5m3.h 1.m 2 at 50Pa in the notional dwelling. 
If the 2025 FHS is to meet its promise  of ë world leadingí  
standards of energy efficiency, this is an important area 
where improvements can still be found, along with MHVR 
for efficiency and air quality. 

A new requirement has been introduced to limit 
overheating risk, which was widely supported by 
consultation respondents, including CIBSE. Compliance 
can be demonstrated through a simplified method in 
Approved Document O, or through CIBSE TM59 if more 
flexibility to the design and assessment is required. 

Changes have been made to the simplified method to 
incorporate consultation comments  ñ  for example, on 
glazing areasí  size and orientation, and dwellings with 
communal heating. It is still difficult to gauge how well the 
method will work, so  feedback will be  important . 

New non domestic buildings 
In addition to NCM compliance calculations, there is a 
welcome new requirement for non domestic buildings 
 of more than 1,000m2 (total useful floor area) to produce 
an !"!#$%&'(#!)*+,. Unfortunately, the consultation 
proposals have been weakened significantly : the forecast 
can be done using TM54 (2022 revision), but also other 
options, including design calculations and benchmarks, 
both of which could mean anything. Some benchmarks are 
out of date, or doní t represent best practice. At best, they 
represent a building type, while an energy performance 
model is specific to a building, guiding the design process 
and providing information to occupants on what the 
building could achieve and how to operate it. 

AD F introduces guidance that offices and other 
building types ñ  such as gymnasiums, theatres or hotels ñ  
should have means of -(".,(#."$&."/((#&*.#&01*2.,%, 
typically through CO2 monitors.  This was initiated to 
reduce the risks of aerosol transmission of infections,  but 
can  be used  to check that fresh air provision is adequate, 
and  allow energy savings at times of low occupancy. 

There are a number of small changes to the 345, but 
government has acknowledged industry concerns and 
committed to a more fundamental review for the FBS. 

Clearer guidance is  given on )(--.++.("."$&.  CIBSE 
had suggested introducing a penalty to Part L calculations 
unless evidence of commissioning was provided,  as it 
cannot be assumed that systems w ill perform as efficiently 
as expected : this has not been adopted.  

What you can do
CIBSE will provide more detailed information to industry, 
and comments to government, so do send us your feedback 
at 67(/!'#(%8).9+!:(#$. We are very interested in 
particular in the new overheating standard and simplified 
assessment method, as well as the revised SAP and SBEM 
and how they could be improved for the 2025 FHS/FBS.  

 Look out for a publication coming soon from CIBSE and 
LETI,  on Net Zero definitions and accompanying FAQs.
References:
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While we have all felt the 
impact of the pandemic 
in some way, I think it is 
fair to say that the events 

industry ñ  and face to face meetings in 
general ñ  have had the most challenging 
two years they have ever experienced.

I joined CIBSE  last September, and it 
was immediately apparent that the team 
had done a great job in ë pivoting to digitalí , 
as the expression goes. All our events ñ  
including training and our in person 
exhibition, Build2Perform ñ  took place 
virtually, and worked well in that format. 

I think the pandemic has taught us a great deal. While 
we have innovated and produced great content online, 
the appetite for face to face is still as strong as ever 
(if not stronger). We are all a little fatigued with staring 
at a screen and I believe the power of human interaction 
will never be replaced by technology.

I see a world of hybrid events, where we will harness 
technology, but also run in person  ones, depending on 
what the objectives are. Short, sharp training will be done 
online, with longer formats and more in depth sessions 
 taking place face to face.

Ití s hard to network and meet new contacts in a virtual 
world, so I caní t see that being replaced by online.

Our Grow Your Knowledge series will continue with 
fresh impetus in 2022, and we are launching a series that 
will  deal with the changes to our industry brought about 
by the Building Safety Bill. 

We will continue to address membersí  training 

requirements, covering existing subjects 
as well as the publication of guidance 
scheduled for the first half of this year ñ  
it is going to be a busy year for building 
services and CIBSE.

CIBSEí s first big live event of the year 
will be the Building Performance Awards 
(BPAs) taking place at the Park Plaza 
Westminster Bridge on  24 February. All 
signs indicate it will be as impressive as 
always ñ  everyone is desperate to meet up 
again after a long absence.

The BPAs will be an opportunity for 
our industry to celebrate all that is great in the world of 
bu ilding services, and it certainly promises to be really 
special this year.  

We have also confirmed the location for the Technical 
Symposium, which will take place at London South 
Bank University from 21 22 April. After taking place 
virtually for two years, we expect the in person event to 
be very well supported. We are looking at providing some 
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We're back

VOICES  |  SIMON PARKER
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reveals plans for the industry’s fi rst  Building Services Week this  autumn

ì While we have innovated 
and produced great content 
online, the appetite for 
face to face is still as strong 
as ever (if not stronger)î
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elements of live streaming, but the focus will be firmly 
on an amazing in person experience.   

We then move to Build2Perform Live, which takes 
place at Londoní s ExCeL  on 29 30 November 2022. 
This year marks the 125 th  anniversary of CIBSE and 
we plan  to mak e Build2Perform a key component in 
that celebration.  

We are currently  organising a number of exciting 
new elements to this event, including  a week of 
interactive content under the banner  Building Services 
Week. This will bring together all the CIBSE regions, 
groups and  societies, which are the lifeblood of  the 
Institution. While they already organise a number of 
really impressive events themselves, my team  is keen 
to help and encourage them to host more . For example, 
we have  announced  a new Society of FaÁ ade Engineers 
Awards and Dinner on 3November, at Londoní s Park 
Lane, which will co locate with the global Zak World of 
FaÁ ades conference. 

Ií m looking forward to an exciting  12 months in the 
building services industry, and to meeting many of you at 
one of our events in 2022.
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Letí s discuss your
low carbon future

01202 662500
enquiries@hamworthy heating.com
hamworthy heating.com
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OBITUARY  |  MAX FORDHAM

ax Fordham FCIBSE FREng pursued a new approach 
to engineering based on his insatiable curiosity about 
how buildings work. He resisted pigeonholing into 
the conventional boxes of mechanical or electrical 
engineering, and was interested in the whole building. 

He took a creative, but essentially practical, approach 
to building services design. Designing from first principles, he was often 
quoted as saying ë start with the edge of the universe as a boundary and 
quickly narrow down to the specific problemí .

In 1966, Max, alongside his wife Thalia ë Taddyí  Dyson, set up Max 
Fordham & Partners. The practice was founded on the idea of engineers 
bringing scientific knowledge into the art of building design. He 
developed his skills in what was then considered the new field of heating 
engineering to test his idea. Invention, innovation and success followed. 
The design of the practice itself, as a partnership, was key to its success.  

His obsession with engineering was evident at the 2016 CIBSE 
Building Performance Conference. He told delegates that ë the intensity 
and the fun of the design processí  is what he enjoyed most.í  He 
remembered a project that gave him the chance to rethink the sizing 
of pipes. ë Guidance of the time was leading to absurdly oversized pipes. 
I decided on another method, which gave me a terrific buzz,í  he said.

Maxí s mother, Molly Swabey, was a journalist and his father, Michael 
Fordham, a renowned child psychiatrist. When World War II broke out, 
Fordham was sent to Jamaica, and attended a traditional prep school. 
Tragically, his mother was killed in 1942, when her ship was torpedoed by 
the German navy. 

He did not enjoy the harsh prep school regime, but it instilled in 
him a sense of discipline. On his return to England, he was sent to the 
progressive Dartington Hall School in Devon, which he remembers as 

having a ë completely undisciplined environmentí . The only 
mandatory activity was ë useful workí ; Maxí s was building 
maintenance, through which he learned wood  and 
metalwork techniques. He likened it to an apprenticeship.

After National Service, Max read natural sciences at 
Cambridge, specialising in chemistry, physics, maths 
and mineralogy. He shared a house with Dartington 
Hall schoolfriend Simon Nicholson ñ  son of artists Ben 
Nicholson and Barbara Hepworth ñ  who introduced him to 
a circle of architects and artists, including Sir Leslie Martin, 
head of the architecture school at Cambridge University. 

Fordham enjoyed many ë a robust argumentí  with Sir 
Leslie, who advised him to apply his physics knowledge 
in the heating and ventilating industry. Sir Leslie 
recommended him for a job at Weatherfoil Heating 
Systems. ë It gave me a wonderful introduction to 
engineering thinking,í  said Max, who was able to apply his 
academic knowledge to design and research work.

Fordham met his wife, Taddy, at this time, and she 
introduced him to architect Sir Philip Dowson, founding 
partner at Arup Associates, who offered Fordham a job as 
a heating engineer. Here, he started taking on electrical, 
public health and mechanical elements. His ability to draw 
all types of services was getting him extra work outside of 
Arup Associates, particularly with architect Peter Foggo. 

Fordham set up on his own in 1966, and his consultancy 
was asked by Arup Associates to design the heating on 
the Hulme 5 scheme. Soon after, he was introduced to the 
brutalist architect Neave Brown, which led to a commission 
to work on Browní s Alexandra Road flats in London.

Max and his practice won significant recognition for their 
work in ensuring human comfort by giving buildings heat, 
power, water and ventilation in sustainable and elegant 
ways. Notable projects under Maxí s leadership include 
Tate St Ives, Alexandra Road Estate, the Judge Institute 
Cambridge, and the Contact Theatre in Manchester. These 
ñ  along with his lecturing at the University of Bath and 
other teaching ñ  earned Max many honours, including: 
Fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineering; Honorary 
Fellow of the RIBA; CIBSE Gold Medal; and OBE.

From the start, Max sought a partnership approach 
to running a business to encourage shared responsibility 
and a feeling of ownership. He felt that designing a system 
for people to work in productively and creatively was as 
important as the design of the buildings. 

Max Fordham was the first business in British 
construction to become a limited liability partnership. 
Max handed over the running of the practice to his fellow 
partners in 2000. The practice now numbers more than 
250, including 119 partners.

Max is survived by three sons, Jason, Cato and Finn, and 
four grandchildren. Taddy ñ  a personal and professional 
partner to Max ñ died in 2017.  CJ
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Building serviceí s most infl uential engineer took an integrated approach to design based 
on fi rst principles that focused on occupant comfort and optimal building performance

MAX FORDHAM 1933 2022

M
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Tributes to Max
Terry Wyatt FCIBSE, CIBSE past president
Max was someone I always admired and a fine friend. To me, 
Max was more of a physicist than a fellow engineer, as I recall 
him, many years ago, patiently answering my naive question 
about how it is that CO!, being heavier than air, doesn’t just 
cover the Earth and drown us all. He was always good for 
discussion, at conferences, CIBSE meetings, and The Edge 
debates. He was a good listener as well as a speaker, great 
fun, and never took himself too seriously, often resorting to 
his ‘signature’ laughter. He was a prominent figure in our 
profession, which is diminished by his departure.

Bill Bordass, consultant
In 1970, when about to join multidisciplinary designers RMJM, 
someone suggested I spoke to Max Fordham instead. I didn’t 
until 1976, when asked to develop RMJM’s building services 
group, and Max (who had turned down the job) became a 
mentor. We hit it off immediately, perhaps because of our 
similar backgrounds, or his friendly, inquisitive manner. 

We both became interested in buildings when doing 
maintenance at school, and had the same natural sciences 
degree, which stressed the importance of first principles. Max 
reminisced that, on his first job at Weatherfoil, he had started 
to design the fans from scratch, and was shocked to be told he 
just needed to select them!

When I went to Max with a query, he would explore the 
relevant principles, suggest a reference or two, and then ask 
for my view. He had a vivid imagination, starting off apparently 
naively, but swiftly lasering into what mattered. He had a lovely 
way of putting things, as when leaving a lecture by Ole Fanger: 
‘It’s great for academics to do research, but I do wish they 
wouldn’t turn it into a standard.’

What a mind, what a character, what a legacy – his 
imagination, his buildings, the firm that bears his name, and 
the generations of scientists he turned into environmental 
designers and engineers. And his recent house, too, which 
embodies his lifetime ambition of ‘no heating, no cooling, and 
no lighting while the sun is above the horizon’.

Rod Bunn, past editor of CIBSE Journal
Max was a genius in so many ways. There’s been no-one quite 
like him. It’s difficult to summarise his impact on industry, but it 
was profound, decent, and egalitarian. He had no side, and no 
airs and graces. He mentored a great many free-thinkers in our 
industry, though not nearly enough. We all want to be like Max 
but we know we don’t have the same educational capacity. 
That’s partly where the loss comes from. Max was a father 
figure to the industry. We owe him a great debt.

Paddy Conaghan, consultant at Hoare Lea
Max was a polymath. Sitting alongside him at an event once, 
he expounded on sustainability – citing the novel concept of 
planetary entropy. But the event started before he could finish. 
Eighteen months later, when we next chanced together, Max 
went immediately into concluding his thesis. As he was an old 
boy then, I’ve been boggled by his mind and memory to this 
day. Max was a one-off in our profession. His wit and wisdom 
may be irreplaceable, and he will be sorely missed.
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DIGGING 
FOR BRITAIN

n 19 October 2021, the 
government launched a 
consultation (now closed) on its 
plans to phase out, from 2026, 
the installation of fossil fuel 
heating in the 1.1 million homes 

in England not connected to the gas grid. 
It also plans a ë heat pump firstí  approach to 
replacement heating systems from that date.

A community heat network nearing 
completion at Swaffham Prior, East 
Cambridgeshire, shows how it is possible to 
phase out fossil fuel heating in rural villages; it 
also highlights some of the challenges faced by 
those attempting to do so cost effectively.

Installation of heating mains and the 
construction of a local renewable energy 
centre are under way in Swaffham Prior, for 
what will be Englandí s first rural village heat 
network. The majority of its 300 homes ñ  as 
well as two churches, a pub and school ñ  are 
currently heated using oil, one of the most 
carbon intensive forms of heating. The 
remainder of the properties use liquefied 
petroleum gas (LPG) or direct electric. 

In spring 2022, the first homes will connect 
to the heat network and benefit from low 
carbon heat produced by a hybrid air and 
ground source heat pump (GSHP) system, 
powered by a solar farm 8km away. Four large 
thermal stores will meet short term peaks in 
demand and provide resilience. 

The Heating Swaffham Prior project was 
kick started by Swaffham Prior Community 
Land Trust to give residents the opportunity to 
cost effectively replace their oil fired heating 
systems with a low carbon alternative. In 2018, 
the trust commissioned a study into alternative 
heating options from sustainability charity 
Bioregional, which identified the potential for 
a village wide heat network. A range of heat 
sources was considered ñ  including biomass 
from local straw ñ  but the key to unlocking 
the project was a parcel of land on the edge of 
the village owned by Cambridgeshire County 
Council (CCC). This opened up the possibility 
of generating heat using a GSHP system. 

CCC partnered with the trust, enabling 
the project to access funding and support 
from the Department for Business, Energy 
and Industrial Strategyí s Heat Network 

O

Delivery Unit. It also allowed CCC to appoint 
sustainability and environmental consultancy 
Avieco as project manager, and Bouygues E&S 
Solutions as design and development engineer.

CCC set out to establish the level of 
interest in the project. Avieco worked with 
LineUndrawn to engage the wider community 
and secure sign ups for the scheme. ë Because 
the project is a retrofit of privately owned 
homes, we needed to do an intensive piece of 
community engagement, to see how many 
homes wanted low carbon heat and what the 
connection issues would be,í  says Helen Troup, 
principal consultant at Avieco. In just six 
months, more than half the community had 
registered an interest in the scheme.

Next, the challenge was to establish 
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Escalating energy prices 
and the urgent need 

to decarbonise means 
communities are looking 

to move away from 
fossilfuel as a heating 

source. A pioneering 
heat network in the 

Cambridgeshire village of 
Swa!ham Prior is aiming 

to use a hybrid heat pump 
system, coupled with a 

solar farm, to provide ultra
low carbon, a!ordable 

heating for every resident, 
business and school. 

Andy Pearson reports

HEAT NETWORK  |  SWAFFHAM PRIOR

ì A particular issue 
with homes that use 
heating oil is that fuel 
delivery notes are often 
the only consumption 
data availableî
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the likely heat demand. Troup says  one of 
the key learnings from Swaffham Prior is 
that heat demand assessment is difficult. 
A particular  issue with homes that use heating 
oil is that fuel delivery notes are often the 
only consumption data  available ; there is 
no information on when and how often the 
heating system is used. 

To help  build a more detailed picture of heat 
demand in the village, Bouygues E&S installed 
 heat meters in five archetype properties. 
 ë Thereí s a big range of property types in the 
village, so we picked a typical example of each 
and put in a heat meter,í  says Troup. 

Data from the  meters was combined with 
Energy Performance Certificate  data, fuel 
consumption figures from a few residents 
self reporting, and SAP data from 50 homes 
managed by a local housing association. The 
team also used data from the Energy Demand 
Research Project  carried out  before the smart 
meter roll out  to test consumersí  responses to 
different  information about their energy use. 
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Residents will be able 
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network from the spring

The business case and technical design of the heat 
network were tested by investment company Triple 

Point and Aecom, on behalf of the government 
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The data was used as a proxy to get an annual 
demand profile for a typical property type. ë We 
had to use a real blend of data sources to get 
to an approximation of heat use in the village,í  
Troup explains.

Hybrid heat pumps
While work to establish the villageí s heat 
demand was undertaken, the team also had 
to confirm that the field owned by the council 
had the ability to supply sufficient heat. 

Originally, the plan was for 267 boreholes, 
but thermal testing revealed that this density 
would have reduced the productivity of the 
GSHPs significantly because of the amount of 
heat that would have been extracted by that 
many ground loop arrays. 

To sustain the temperature in the ground ñ  
and thereby allow the heat pumps to work 
more efficiently ñ  Bouygues E&S looked at 
installing additional air source heat pumps 
(ASHPs). Iterative modelling established that 
a 3:1 ratio of GSHP to ASHP was optimal (two 
0.75MW GSHPs and one 0.5MW ASHP). 

ë The strategy is harnessing the benefits 
of both technologies,í  says Miles Messenger, 
head of energy performance contracting at 
Bouygues E&S. ë Thereí s a benefit to using 
ASHP in the summer, as the warmer air gives 
rise to a higher coefficient of performance. 
This also gives the GSHPsí  ground loops a 
chance to replenish, ready for the next heating 
season.í  The seasonal replenishment results in 
a lower thermal degradation rate of the ground 
loop array, so fewer ground loops are needed 
ñ  theyí re reduced by more than 50% ñ  to meet 
the long term demand, Messenger adds.

One of the key challenges of the project was 
ensuring compatibility with a diverse range 
of dwellings. The heat network is designed 
to supply heat at around 72° C, in line with that 
generated by oil fired central heating. 

ë The reason this is important is that many 
older homes, unless retrofitted to high energy 
efficiency which can be costly, cannot take 
individual low temperature ASHPs and get the 
level of warmth and comfort they would like,í  
says Councillor Lorna DuprÈ , Cambridgeshire 
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operation will shift depending on these variables, though it will also be influenced by the RHI tariff 
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County Councilí s environment and green 
investment committee chair.

The high temperature will enable residents 
to dispense with conventional oil fired boilers 
and connect to the network through a heat 
interface unit, without having to upgrade 
radiators or insulation. 

Minimal alteration to the tertiary systems 
is required, says Messenger. ë We have options 
for all common types of domestic system; 
however, we do need to convert heating 
systems from gravity fed to mains pressure.í

The main and unavoidable disruption for 
occupants is associated with the heat network 
connections, which require the installation 
of trenched heat pipework from the property 
boundary to the building.

As conventional heat pump technology is 
unable to achieve 72° C efficiently, Bouygues 
E&S selected heat pumps with ammonia as 
the refrigerant. This is able to generate higher 
temperatures while maintaining a reasonably 
good COP ñ  but there is a downside. 

ë The corrosive and hazardous nature of 
this refrigerant led to significant mitigations 
in design,í  says Messenger. ë These include 
compartmentalisation of the energy centre 
spaces, emergency extraction ventilation, 
and leak detection systems, which had to 
comply with the Dangerous Substances and 
Explosive Atmospheres Regulations and the 
EU ATEX directive.í

The scheme will be linked to a private 
electricity network connected to a 28MW 

ì Originally, the plan was 
for 267 boreholes, but 
thermal testing revealed 
that this density 
would have reduced 
the productivity of the 
ground source heat 
pumps significantlyî
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(AC)/39MW (DC) solar farm owned by CCC. It 
was decided that both projects would connect 
to the same distribution network substation. ëA 
shared connection would allow electricity to 
flow ì behind the meterî , enabling CCC to self
supply renewable electricity directly to itself,í  
says Messenger.

ë By combining the solar farm with the 
energy centre, we were able to rationalise our 
network connection costs,í  he adds. ë This also 
provides an advantage in managing our export 
and import to and from the network.í  

The electricity generated by the solar farm 
that is consumed by the energy centre would 
have otherwise been sold via a wholesale 
export agreement. The ë exportí  unit rate 
would be approximately a third of the cost 
of peak retail ë importí  unit rate. Thanks to 
the comparatively large scale of the solar 
farm, coupled with 4x50m3 thermal stores, 
Bouygues E&Sí s models predict that the vast 
majority of electricity consumed by the energy 
centre will be sourced from the solar farm. 

The thermal stores are to be used to meet 
short term peaks in demand, and will enable 
the system to optimise tariffs. Generally, 
they will be charged during the day ñ  when 
electricity is available via the solar PV array ñ  
to provide heat the following evening. 

ë Their inclusion, coupled with the hydronic 
design of the scheme, allows us to deliver a 
larger capacity of heat into the network for a 
short duration than the total capacity of the 

heat pumps ñ  in this sense, the thermal stores 
act as a capacitor,í  says Messenger, who adds 
that they can also supply several hoursí  heat 
into the network in the event of unplanned 
maintenance. Further back up comes from an 
electrode boiler, made feasible by access to the 
solar farmí s cheap electricity (see panel, ë Back
up heatingí  on page 21).

Heat supply agreements
Avieco engaged with the community over 
the terms of the Heat Supply Agreement. ë It 
is another utility, but the contracts are much 
longer term,í  says Troup. Consumer protection 
is expected to be provided by Ofgem, which is 
the regulator for heat networks.

To ensure residents doní t pay a premium for 
their community supplied heat, the tariff has 
been linked to the price of heating oil. 

ë The other key issue is that joining the 
community heat project costs nothing 
if you sign up before the construction 
is finished ñ  this means everyone, 

independent of wealth, can join,í  says DuprÈ . 
The project capital costs are £11.9m, which 

are being funded by a £2.9m grant from the 
Heat Network Investment Project and capital 
borrowing by the council. 

The cost over the life of the project will be 
covered by heat charges and income from the 
Renewable Heat Incentive.

Another challenge was obtaining 
permission to run pipework under a public 
highway. No statutory regimes allow this in 
practice, but CCC found alternative legislative 
powers that enabled it to access the highway. 

The primary network ñ  being installed by 
Pinnacle Power ñ  is racing to go live by spring 
2022, in time to apply for the RHI grant. 

There will be a gradual ramping of 
connections over the first five years, with a 
target of around 100 properties in the first 12 
months. ë We aim to deliver around 4GWh/
annum within the next five years, which is 
around 75% of dwellings,í  says Messenger. 

When up and running, Englandí s first rural 
village heat network is projected to save more 
than 47,000 tonnes of carbon annually, and 
could pave the way for similar schemes. 

ë Ití s not surprising that there are many 
others interested in replicating the scheme,í  
says DuprÈ . ë This is a historic village with 
many challenges including listed buildings, 
private and narrow roads. We could not have 
chosen a more difficult village to retrofit ñ  if it 
can be done here, it can be done anywhere.í   CJ

!"#$#%#&'($)#%*&#$+,$-..$/#*&#,$0&1/$*"#$
village. The field with the ground arrays can no 
longer be ploughed but instead will become a 
wildflower meadow to boost biodiversity
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roperty and construction is entering 2022 in a bullish 
mood. That is the verdict of the latest jobs and salary 
survey of the sector, carried out by recruitment 
consultancy Hays for the !"#$%&'()*+,-. 

Nearly all construction and property employers 
surveyed are optimistic about the year ahead, with 98% 

expecting their organisationí s activity levels to increase or stay the same 
over the next 12 months. 

The survey was conducted before the emergence of the Omicron 
coronavirus variant, which sparked renewed restrictions and 
economic uncertainty in December. However, Gaelle Blake, director 
for construction and property at Hays, says sentiment has rebounded 
sharply since the new year, as it has emerged that the variant is not as 
severe as first feared. This relief has poured oil on what was already a 
ë hot marketí , she adds. 

Reflecting this buoyant outlook, 83% of construction and property 
employers plan to recruit over the next 12 months, an increase on the 
figure of 70% recorded in last yearí s survey. For Blake, who oversees 
permanent recruitment for Hays across all sectors, this level of 
anticipated recruitment is unprecedented. ë Ií ve not seen that sort of 
level in any industry,í  she says.

Nearly half (45%) of building services engineers surveyed reported 
that they had moved jobs in the past 12 months, and a further 31% 

P
considered moving. More than half (54%) of 
building services professionals plan to look for 
a new job in the next 12 months, slightly down 
on the previous year (56%).

Confidence has also grown among 
professionals. The proportion of building 
services engineers who feel positive about 
their career prospects has nearly doubled, 
from 35% this time last year to 68% now. 
ë There is no doubt lots of people are moving,í  
says Blake. 

The experience of working remotely has 
bred a more footloose relationship between 
employees and companies, she adds: ë Peopleí s 
emotional ties to organisations have loosened, 
because they havení t been in the office and are 
more willing to move.í

This more turbulent hiring environment 
means that human resources departments 
must up their game to ë Olympic athleteí  
levels, Blake says. 

ëAnyone who thinks head hunters arení t 
after their staff are out of touch,í  she adds. 
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With salaries rising and plenty of jobs, building services engineers are seeking 
good pay and a healthy work life balance. David Blackman analyses the 2022 
Hays Salary Survey and asks industry leaders how they attract the best talent

HOLDING ALL 
THE CARDS
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ë Employers need to really think about what 
they can do proactively.í

Tom Naughton, managing director of heat 
network specialist engineers FairHeat, says: 
ë Weí re desperately trying to hire, and could 
increase by another 20% to 30% if we could 
find the right people. 

ë The biggest risk to our business is probably 
finding enough talented people to fill the 
roles, particularly at senior level.í  

The ë Great Resignationí , as it has been 
dubbed, has been fuelled by the very low 
level of job movements during and before 
the pandemic, when there was considerable 
uncertainty about the economyí s post Brexit 
prospects, says Ray Upjohn, chief executive 
of ChapmanBDSP. ë It probably wasní t the 
environment to go to your partner to say you 
are leaving your job,í  he adds.

The main reason engineers say they want to 
leave their current role is the salary or benefits 
package (27%), narrowly pipping location 
(26%). More than half (60%) of building 
services professionals told Hays they would 

CAREERS  |  HAYS SALARY SURVEY

be prepared to accept a lower paid job for a better work life balance or 
a job with more purpose. Meanwhile, more than three quarters (78%) 
say that an organisationí s purpose is important when considering a 
new role. 

FairHeatí s specialism ñ  installing heat networks, a key technology 
for delivering the transition to net zero emissions ñ  is an important 
selling point with potential employees. ëA key reason lots of young 
people want to join us is because ití s about sustainability and using 
their skills to fulfil their ideals,í  says Naughton, who adds. ë Pretty much 
everyoneí  who applies to the company shares this idealism about 
tackling climate change. 

A third (33%) said they would be prepared to take a lower paid job for 
a better work life balance alone. Nearly half (48%) would be tempted 
to change employer if they offered flexible hybrid working options. 
As a result of the Covid 19 pandemic, 47% said they would prefer their 
organisation to increase its focus on flexible working arrangements. 

Andrew Swain Smith, chair of building services engineering at BDP, 

ì The experience of working remotely has bred 
a more footloose relationship between employees 
and companiesî  ñ  Gaelle Blake
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believes there has been a ë collective reappraisalí  of what is important, 
which is manifesting itself in recruitment and retention decisions ñ  and 
employers must take this sea change in attitudes on board. 

ë People are looking to move for reasons other than an increase in 
salary,í  he says. ë Clearly, people doní t change jobs without seeking to 
maximise the opportunity to increase their salary, but I doní t see that as 
a driver in the same way as in the past. 

ë They may be looking for jobs, but not necessarily for more money. 
With flexible working, people are looking at potentially working more 
locally. Hybrid working is one of the very first things people ask about: 
people have re evaluated their work life balance and are less willing to 
work huge hours in the centre of London to drive up their salary.í

ChapmanBDSP has lost some engineers to different industries, while 
others did not want to commute after the return to the office, says 
Upjohn. ë They took the opportunity to move out and then realised how 
difficult it would be to commute,í  he says.

Eventually, salaries will move back up the agenda as cost of living 

pressures bite, says Swain Smith. ë You are 
going to get to the point where money starts 
to matter again,í  he adds.

The survey also shows a growing appetite 
among construction and property employers 
to hire permanent, rather than temporary, 
staff; two thirds (64%) plan to hire permanent 
staff, compared with 47% last year. 

This shift has been driven by changes to 
the IR35 anti avoidance tax legislation, which 
has made it more difficult to hire contractors, 
according to Swain Smith. ë There is a 
fundamental and irreversible shift away from 
contractor status to either employing people 
on permanent or fixed term contracts. This 
has probably driven it as much as any greater 
sense of confidence,í  he says.

Upjohn agrees. ë It will get harder to employ 
contractors. Weí ve probably got fewer 
contractors than weí ve ever had,í  he says.

There are other reasons behind the shift 
to employment of permanent staff, however. 
ë Businesses see sustainable growth: if they 
see full order books, they doní t want someone 
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ì The survey shows a growing appetite among 
construction and property employers to hire 
permanent, rather than temporary, sta!î
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to walk away with a weekí s notice,í  says 
Blake , who adds that many contractors who 
previously enjoyed regular work  have been 
ë scarredí  by loss of work during the pandemic.  

The boom in activity is fuelling skills 
shortages: nearly three quarters (73%) of 
construction and property employers predict 
that there will be a shortage of suitable 
applicants in the next year, up from 55% 
the year before.  The proportion predicting 
greater competition from other employers 
has also increased, from 44% last year to 55% 
in the latest survey.  

 Pay rises are also being fuelled by the 
boom. In building services, the average salary 
rise was 3.4% last year, rising from 1.1% the 
previous year. This outstripped the overall 
figure for  construction and property, with 
salaries across the  sector increasing by an 
average  of 2.6%, up from 1.1% the year prior. 

More than half (56%) of building services 
professionals expect their salary to increase 
over the next 12 months. Blake believes  this 
figure for salary rises would have been even 

higher at the end of year, when she was seeing increases as high as 10%. 
ë They [employees] are dictating what they want,í  she says. ë I feel for 
firms, because it such an acute shock.í

Perhaps better news for companies is the surveyí s finding that 
two thirds (66%) of building services professionals say they could be 
tempted to stay at their current role if they receive a counter offer with 
increased benefits and pay.  However, a culture of counter offers can 
create problems for smaller companies, which may find themselves 
outbid when candidates go back to their existing employer for more 
money, says Naughton. ë We get priced out, because we caní t compete 
with bigger consultancies on that level,í   he adds. 

 Building services professionals increasingly want firms to be 
 clearer about pay. Two thirds (64%) believe it is important for their 
organisation to be transparent about how pay levels and pay rises are 
set ñ  an increase from 51% last year. 

Transparency on pay has grown as an issue over the past 10 years, 
according to Upjohn, who says: ë Ití s almost a demand now.í

ë We have to do something to prove to people that, even if they 
are working in different groups, there is some consistency,í  he  adds, 
referring to the companyí s group structure organisation. 

In the current environment,  companies will need to get the balance 
right with employees, says Blake. ë If you do, you are going to keep them. 
If you doní t, you will lose them, because there are so many jobs. If you 
doní t sort it, the market is brutal.í   CJ
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Each year, the CIBSE Young Engineers Awards recognise and reward some 
of the best new talent entering the building services industry, showcasing 
 remarkable young people, as well as  the businesses that nurture them.  At the 
latest  awards, in October,  Harry Playfair, a building services project engineer 

apprentice at NG Bailey, w on CIBSE Apprentice of the Year Technician (Level 3 4) . 
Having started his apprenticeship in 2019, he is  studying for a  HNC in  building 
 services  engineering,  and is on track  for a distinction. Harry is part of the NG Bailey  
team working on the restoration of Grade I listed Manchester Town Hall.

!"#$%&'()*+$,%"#-*%.(/%0**1%2('3415%(1%6/'415%.(/'%#&&'*1$4+*,"4&7

I have had the opportunity to work on various projects , such as City Labs 2.0, 
Manchester Aquatics Centre, Manchester Metropolitan Universityí s new  science 
and  engineering campus, and Manchester Town Hall. I have  learned in areas such as 
project management, estimating, commercial, pre construction, procurement, and 
commissioning. The diversity of the projects  also brought new challenges, with each 
contributing to my apprenticeship learning and development. 

8(2%"#,%9:%;#4<*.%"*<&*6%.(/%6*-*<(&%#,%#1%*1541**'7

 The company provides an excellent opportunity for young people to embark on 
their careers. The structure  of  its programme enables apprentices to learn and 
develop key skills to do the job well. I have been surrounded by knowledgeable and 
experienced engineers who have assisted me with my technical understanding. 
 Apprenticeships provide a great route into the industry, as knowledge, experience, 
skills, and lessons learn ed can be passed down to budding engineers. 

I have been fortunate to  work  in a variety of  departments at NG Bailey, through 
different project stages. I have  enjoyed collaborating with different project  teams on 
site to deliver and install  mechanical and electrical systems. From an apprenticeí s 
perspective, visualising the installation of building services has been very important.

!"#$%"#,%0**1%.(/'%0455*,$%&'()*+$%$(%6#$*7

 On the Manchester Town Hall project, one of my first responsibilities was to work 
alongside the heritage management team to ensure the new services being installed 

coordinated with existing items on site 
that had heritage significance.  No one had 
undertaken the task of identifying clashes that 
could occur within the building. I carried out 
surveys, raised technical queries and chaired 
team meetings with key project stakeholders. 
This successful early identification ensured 
that the new services could be rerouted while 
not impacting the projectí s programme.

!"#$%*<,*%#'*%.(/%6(415%41%
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Volunteering is a  positive  and influential 
aspect  of my job. As a STEM ambassador, 
I have led talks in schools and provided 
apprenticeship career sessions promoting 
the building services industry. I am 
passionate about encouraging students 
to consider an apprenticeship within the 
industry by sharing my experience and the 
knowledge Ií ve gained so far. 

!"#$%2(/<6%%.(/%,#.%$(%#%.(/15%&*',(1%
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I believe an apprenticeship in building 
services is truly  for  anyone, and is the future 
for the next generation of engineers. Not only 
do you gain key skills to make you a more 
desirable employee, but you also achieve 
sought after qualifications  ñ  all while avoiding 
student loans; a win win situation . 

The apprenticeship route is hard work, but 
having the responsibility of balancing your 
studies  ñ  contributing to  your professional 
development through your knowledge, 
skills and behaviours  ñ  whil e learning on a 
construction project  is very rewarding.

8#,%0*415%41-(<-*6%41%=>;?@%"*<&*6%
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I was overwhelmed and proud to win CIBSE 
Apprentice of the Year. I have been able to 
develop new contacts within the industry and 
meet  young, aspiring engineers like myself. 

It has also given me the opportunity to 
learn from peopleí s experiences and find out 
about the  routes they have taken to enter the 
industry. This diversity is what I  believe, as an 
industry, will contribute towards delivering 
low carbon sustainable buildings of the future. 

I hope to  achiev e engineering technician 
(EngTech) status with CIBSE this year, 
and one of my long term aims  is to achieve 
Chartered Engineer status . 
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Pairing electric boilers & heat pumps
ensures better designed solutions 
than using heat pumps alone.

HYBRID
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SPECIAL FEATURES
This month: Baxi's Jeff House, natural refrigerant CO2, 80 Charlotte Street retrofit, cost model

■ COMMERCIAL AND 
INDUSTRIAL HEATING 
AND COOLING

London mayor  targets 40% 
cut in building heat demand

Di! usion supplies 
fan coils to  London 
development
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waterside control  FCUs are fi tted with 
high-effi ciency EC/DC motors and boast a 
specifi c fan power as low as 0.16W/l/s.

Hitachi's eco friendly 
R513A Samurai chiller
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Around one-fi fth of  London’s sub stations 
will need to be upgraded by 2030 without 
demand-side response and storage 
measures, according to Sadiq Khan’s  more 
ambitious blueprint to cut the capital’s 
emissions to net zero. 

The Mayor of London’s  new carbon-
reduction pathway  sets a  target  of reduc ing 
the capital’s residual emissions to 22% of 
1990 levels by 2030,  compare d  with his 
previous goal of 40%.   

 London's pathway includes a  nearly 
40% reduction in the total heat demand 
of  the city’s buildings, entailing insulation 
upgrades for more than  two million homes 
and 250,000 non-domestic buildings. It also 
requires 2.2 million operational heat pumps , 
460,000 buildings connected to district 
heating networks, and a ban on fossil fuel-
powered cars and vans by 2030.

The   electricity grid reinforcement required 
in the capital will ‘primarily’ depend on the 

Heat networks  get £19m  boost
The government  is  putting £19.1m into fi ve new heat networks in England, as part of 
its Heat Networks Investment Project. The re will be one each in Liverpool, London  and 
Worthing,  and two in Bristol.

 Heat networks  currently provide   approximately 2% of the UK's heat demand, but could 
meet around a fi fth  by 2050. 

Government-funded  projects currently being developed include Leeds City Coun cil’s 
16km district heat network, Cardiff  City heat network in South Wales, spreading across the 
Cardiff Bay area, and Newcastle University’s district heat network  on its city centre campus. 

rate of deployment of electric heating and 
mix of technologies, according to  a report 
 by consultancy Element Energy. The level of 
deployment of demand-side response  and 
energy storage will also have a ‘signifi cant’ 
impact on how peak demand for electricity 
is managed and the scale of grid upgrades . 

Without such fl exibility measures, up to 
50 of London’s 235 primary substations will 
need to be reinforced by 2030, a number 
that will rise to 125 by 2050, Element  says. 

The  targets will save 150 megatonnes of 
CO2 emissions by the middle of this century. 
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As we all know, there is no single 
solution to decarbonising the UK 
economy. All credible scenarios 
for achieving net  zero emissions 

include the use of hydrogen to heat a 
proportion of the existing building stock, 
of which  around 85% is currently reliant 
upon natural gas . Hydrogen is likely to 
be used in difficult to treat cases, such as 
heavy transport  and industry.

Hydrogen is happening
Hydrogen is happening now in a series 
of small scale demonstrations that could 
help pave the way for tomorrowí s energy 
transition. We plan to have hydrogen
ready boilers on the market  soon and 
weí d like to see everybody getting behind 
hydrogen as another option to decarbonise 
our heating and hot water. That requires 
government to set the right policy, and 
producers and network operators to get 
hydrogen through the grid to homes and 
businesses when they can. 

The government  predicts the first 
hydrogen heated village to be in operation 
by 2025 and a town by 2030. We are 
ambitious for hydrogen and  would like 
the UK to develop a hydrogen economy 
as quickly as possible. There are hydrogen 
clusters emerging in parts of the UK, 
notably  the North East and North West, 
which will be interesting to watch as they develop.

Electrifi  cation of rural heat 
The Department for Business, Energy and Industrial 
Strategy recently consulted  on phasing out fossil fuel use 
in off gas grid applications. The central proposals include 
ending the installation of new  or replacement fossil fuelled 
boiler s in  larger commercial buildings in 2024, and in all 
buildings  ñ  including dwellings  ñ  in 2026.

Because so much rural heat is off grid and powered by 
oil or liquid gas, switching to electrical options such as 
heat pumps can represent an attractive choice, and a big 
carbon emissions reduction. 

We produced a white paper1 in October last year  that 
showed how much customers were motivated by cost. If 
the price is right, customers will switch. The same paper 
modelled different types of housing and found that the 
switch from oil fired boilers to low carbon heat pumps 

was much more attractive currently than 
switching from on grid gas boilers. 

Just  more than a quarter of the 
household electricity bill is  a levy  that pays 
for environmental and social obligations. 
How much each bill payer contributes 
is directly linked to the amount of 
electricity consumed. There is currently 
a much lower levy of 2.5% charged on 
gas bills, which represents a fundamental 
unfairness for consumers wishing to 
switch to a heat pump or other electrically 
driven heating system.

In the Heat  and Buildings Strategy, 
 the government  is clear that it plans to 
address the distribution of levy costs across 
fuel types.  We doní t know when this will 
happen, but it will reduce the affordability 
gap that currently exists between gas   and 
electricity powered heating. 

Energy e!  ciency still key
Energy efficiency is absolutely critical to 
reducing emissions, and should always be 
the first consideration when addressing 
existing buildings ñ  the cleanest kWh of 
heat is the one we doní t use.

The Heat  and Buildings Strategy makes 
reference to funding schemes, such as the 
Social Housing Decarbonisation Fund and 
fuel poverty related support  ñ  but existing 
private buildings are almost absent.  To 

make low carbon heat  viable  in many existing properties, 
we need to ensure the fabric is suitable. Without  support on 
costs, this will prove  challenging  to many consumers.

Missing guidance 
Historically, we had the Building Regulations Approved 
Document L, and the supporting domestic and non
domestic building services compliance guides. The revised 
Approved Documents (ADs) coming into force this year 
include simplified guidance and the compliance guides 
are gone, with some  content rolled into the main AD. 
 This means that a great deal of helpful supplementary 
guidance and good practice pointers will be lost. 

The onus will now be on industry to  disseminate 
information and keep practitioners up to date. 
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Plotting a route to net zero

VOICES  |  JEFF HOUSE
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he mixed use scheme at 80 
Charlotte Street is developer 
Derwent Londoní s first net zero 
carbon project. Completed in May 
2020, this 35,000m2 development 
occupies a prominent island site 

bounded by four streets in Londoní s Fitzrovia. It 
features residential, retail and office space, plus a 
new public pocket park inspired by Paley Park in 
New York.

The engineering of the 30,000m2 speculative 
office building that anchors the development is 
key to the schemeí s low carbon credentials. It is 
one of the first major offices in London to be 
designed as an all electric scheme. As such, it is 
heated and cooled using air source heat pumps 
(ASHPs) and powered by renewable electricity 
certified to be of guaranteed origin.

It has taken more than a decade for this 
pioneering project to come to fruition, largely 

CASE STUDY  |  80 CHARLOTTE STREET
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Arupí s all electric o!ce at 
80 Charlotte Street London is 
developer Derwent Londoní s 
fi rst net zero o!ce scheme. 
Andy Pearson examines the 
heat and cooling strategy 
that combines heat pumps 
and chillers, and looks at how 
Covid a"ected the design and 
delivery of the project

NEXT GENERATION
as a result of trying to retain and successfully stitch together the 
collection of existing buildings that occupy the block. Architect Make 
worked with Arup to develop the design, the main element of which is 
a 90m2 block, built in the 1960s as offices for the Post Office and later 
occupied by advertising agency Saatchi & Saatchi. A section of the 
buildingí s faÁ ade is now woven into the new build elements. 

ë There is a retained faÁ ade on Whitfield Street, which is part of a 
conservation area; beyond that, weí ve had to rebuild all of the building 
because of the condition of the existing structure,í  says project lead 
Rahul Patel, director, buildings, at Arup, which was the mechanical, 
electrical and sustainability consultant on the scheme.

The forward thinking decision to consider an all electric scheme 
was mooted by Arup way back in 2009, when gas was still the go
to fuel for heating. However, the proposal chimed with Derwent 
Londoní s ambitious sustainability goals, which include achieving a net 
zero carbon portfolio by 2030. 

At the time the scheme was being developed, Arup was reviewing 
the potential for the electricity Grid to become greener in the future, 
and how this could result in buildings being designed to be all electric, 
including the potential to be heated and cooled using heat pump 
technology. ë We discussed with Derwent a series of likely scenarios for 
the carbon content of Grid electricity, the unit price of electricity, and 
the performance of heat pumps, all of which we expected to improve 
over time,í  explains Patel. ë They trusted that our forward thinking 
approach was right ñ  and that has paid off.í  

The decision to go all electric was based on carbon considerations 
and sound economics, Patel adds. From a carbon perspective, 
electricity is a ë no brainerí , he says, while its benefits from a cost 
perspective depend on the difference in price between gas and 
electricity. ë What we couldní t do is develop an all electric scheme that 
means the tenants have to pay through the nose for energy.í

The concept was proven to be viable two years into design 
development. By then, Arup was able to model the buildingí s 
anticipated energy use in detail. ë At that time, using a reasonably 
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ì The forward thinking decision 
to consider an all electric 
scheme was mooted by 
Arupway back in 2009, 
when gas was still the go to 
fuel for heatingî
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conservative analysis, the cost of electric was 
shown to achieve parity with gas,í  says Patel.

Electricity is used to power three roof
mounted ASHPs, which provide all of the heat 
and most of the cooling for the building, with 
additional cooling supplied by two roof mounted 
air cooled chillers. 

When the building operates in heating mode, 
the heat pumps ñ  which are variously sized to 
enable heat supply to be matched to demand 
ñ  provide all the heat. When the building has 
both heating and cooling demands, the heat 
pump system will supply heating and cooling 
simultaneously. Rather than reject heat, it is put 
back into the building.

When the building is operating in this mode, 
an optimiser will ensure the heat pumps are 
prioritised over the central chillers. ë At that point, 
the coefficient of performance [COP] will go 
through the roof, because youí re getting extra bits 
of heat for the same input of electricity,í  says Patel. 

For peak summer cooling, the chillers are 
prioritised. ë Air cooled chillers are slightly 
more efficient than a heat pump at providing 
cooling,í  Patel explains. ë The optimising 
algorithm will bring the systems together from 
a COP perspective.í
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Heat generated by the ASHPs is supplied to 
trench heaters that ring the external perimeter 
of the 10 floors of offices, consisting of ground 
and lower ground floors, and eight storeys above 
ground. Patel says the heating system design was 
ë a bit more challengingí  using heat pumps because 
of the lower water temperatures. 

ë To get the right efficiency of performance, 
heat pumps typically deliver water at around 
45° C, which means the terminal devices, for 
example, need to be a little bit bigger to give the 
same output than if they were connected to a 
boiler supplying heat at 80° C,í  he explains.

Also, because the heat pumps use outside air 
as a heat source, ë they need to see skyí , so have 
to be located on the roof. As a consequence, the 
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roof has to have sufficient area to cope with the 
larger footprint of the ASHPs compared with 
that of a conventional gas fired boiler with the 
same output. 

Chilled water, whether generated by the ASHPs 
or chillers, is supplied to soffit mounted fan 
coil units (FCUs) distributed around the floor 
plates. The FCUs are controlled in two zones: 
a perimeter zone and an internal zone. To help 
minimise perimeter cooling loads Arup worked 
with Make to optimise the location of the glazed 
and opaque areas of the faÁ ade. ë Glass is generally 
at high level to contribute to daylight levels on the 
floor plates,í  Patel explains.

An LED lighting system further minimises 
energy use in the main office areas. This is 
coupled to a DALI controller and daylight sensors, 
to allow light fittings to be dimmed automatically 
in response to ambient light levels.

While the buildingí s faÁ ade is almost entirely 
new ñ  aside from the retained section in the 
conservation area on Whitfield Street ñ  it has 
been designed with the local vernacular in mind, 
referencing Fitzroviaí s variety of buildings, but 
with a very rational glazing proportion. ë What 
is important is that the ghost of the existing 
building still exists,í  says Patel.

The new building incorporates the existing 
buildingí s low floor to floor height of around 
3.3m, which Patel describes as ë super leaní . With 
such a low floor height, the supply of fresh air 
to the office floor plates could have been an 
issue. However, the design teamí s decision to 
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relocate and consolidate the cores of the existing buildings into the 
centre of the plan has enabled the creation of three full height atria. 
These allow natural light into the heart of the building and, through 
integration of engineering and architecture ñ  plus an innovative 
design approach ñ  provide a route for the ventilation ductwork. 
ë Working with Make ensured we had atria in all of the right places, 
which gave us the opportunity to distribute the fresh air,í  says Patel. 

Three fresh air ducts drop down these atria from roof mounted air 
handling units, to supply air to the floor voids on each of the office 
levels. Fans in the perimeter trench heaters help draw the air across 
the floor plates, and the air returns to the AHUs through a series of 
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ducts behind louvred panels at the core. ë If you 
take the fresh air ducts out of the main floor 
plate, you can squeeze the floor height down,í  
explains Patel, who adds that the fresh air supply 
rate of 1.6L.s 1.m 2 is ë at the higher end of the 
British Council for Offices scale, based on an 
occupancy of one person per 8m2í .

In addition to mechanical ventilation, the 
faÁ ades incorporate openable windows, allowing 
the building to operate a perimeter mixed mode 
ventilation strategy. When the windows open, the 
heating and cooling switches off.

The roof ñ  as well as housing the ASHPs ñ  is 
home to 80m2 of roof mounted solar thermal 
panels. These preheat the domestic hot water 
(DHW), which is then topped up by heat from 
a dedicated set of ASHPs, to raise its temperature 
to around 65° C. 

ë We looked at various renewable technologies 
for the domestic hot water, but, at that point 
in time, there were limited options from an 
all electric perspective,í  Patel explains. Using 
dedicated heat pumps also enables the system to 
be run out of hours.

The solar system is self regulating and sized at 
peak summer demand. At the limited times when 
the system generates more heat than required, 
radiators within the solar system ensure the water 
and components doní t overheat. The DHW tanks 
also include an electrical element as backup, but 
Patel says these are not intended to be used under 
normal operation.

At the outset of the project, Arup conducted a 
CIBSE TM54 study to get an idea of the expected 
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performance of the building. Once the building is fully occupied, 
in use electricity data will be analysed and compared against the 
TM54 modelling calculations completed at the design stage. ë We 
have a smart system that links everything together, so weí re able to 
understand, from an energy perspective, how much we are consuming 
and where, on both the landlordsí  side and the tenantsí  side,í  says Patel. 

As Arup is one of the buildingí s main occupiers, Derwent London 
will have a unique opportunity to work with the engineer to optimise 
its operational energy performance. ë Our commitment to Derwent 
is that weí ll do all the commonly employed checks across Derwent 
projects, such as seasonal commissioning, energy monitoring and 
targeting,í  says Patel. ë In addition, as a tenant, weí ll do this at a 
granular level; for example, we can measure the contribution weí re 
getting from the lighting switching off when daylight levels are 
good enough, and from opening the windows in the summer. We have 
real time occupancy data alongside power consumption.í

According to Derwent, the building achieved Breeam excellent at 
design stage and is targeting Leed Gold and an Energy Performance 
Certificate B rating. Derwent London is now targeting all electric 
heating and cooling systems for all its new developments, to help it 
achieve its goal of a net zero carbon portfolio by 2030. 80 Charlotte 
Street will be the reference point against which all of its subsequent 
developments will be measured.  CJ
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The Wolfson project also includes a domestic hot water (DHW) 
system heated by the CO2 heat pumps. This  employs a novel application 
of buffer tanks, cold mains water and stratification, to optimise 
efficiency. The heat pumps at Wolfson are engineered with ë parallel 
compressioní , which  reduces the average compression ratio of the 
compressors and, therefore, the energy consumption. 

The six (three per heat pump) compressors are all semi hermetic 
reciprocating machines that are largely driven through inverters to 
enable the heat pumps to dynamically match the given heating demand. 

The Wolfson heat pumps are designed for high discharge pressures ; 
the maximum working pressure  is 130 bar on discharge side and this 
pressure is confined  to the plant room. The suction pipework and 
evaporator devices are rated to 60 bar, while the liquid line is rated to 
90 bar , which allows the CO2 heat pumps to ë stand stillí  in the summer 
months when heating is not required and the heat pumps are inactive.

Source and sink heat exchangers have a fundamental influence on 
the coefficiency of performance  and seasonal energy efficiency ratios, 
with energy benefits available by maximising the surface area of all 
heat exchangers. It is a simple equation of capital expenditure versus 
efficiency and, ultimately, the life cycle cost.

The evaporators have variable speed airside fan speed, controlled to 
optimise operating conditions. A bespoke control system, with internet
connected remote access, operates the heat pump and evaporator 
heat sources, including the defrost systems and integration with the 
energy meters. Touchscreen interfaces on each heat pump display 
local operational feedback. The evaporator heat source defrost systems 
at Wolfson are defrosted using warm glycol ; the heat for the defrost is 
drawn from the return water of the heating network 

CO2 can  be a natural,  long term, environmentally safe solution when 
used in high charge heat pump applications, safely collecting from 
a site wide heat source network, and  delivering it efficiently to  space 
heating and DHW networks.  As a benign refrigerant, CO2 is also not 
subject to environmental legislation, such as the F Gas Regulation.  CJ 

A
s we strive for decarbonisation of heating and 
the mass adoption of heat pumps in the UK, it 
is essential that they are engineered properly.  

Ideally, the net  zero and decarbonisation 
heat agenda would depend on sustainable, 
natural refrigerants rather than synthetic 

refrigerants, especially in the world of high capacity heat 
pumps. There are several natural refrigerants to choose 
from, including ammonia, the hydrocarbons, and carbon 
dioxide (CO2). These can cover virtually all applications, 
but ñ  as with every refrigerant  ñ  it is critical to match a 
refrigerantí s strength to the application.

CO2 as a refrigerant  is now a mainstream technology. It 
is non toxic and non flammable, and has a global warming 
potential  of 1,  which ñ  combined with its thermodynamic 
properties  ñ  make it a strong contender for higher 
refrigerant charge applications, such as air source heat 
pumps (ASHPs), where multiple heat sources feed into 
a heat network.

Wolfson College , Oxford has  taken delivery of two 
industrial, transcritical CO2  ASHPs that supply 350kW of 
heating each. Each heat pump sources heat from two fan
powered evaporators  located in an open sided car park, 
while the  heat pumps are  in a traditional plant room.

In addition to its sustainability and safety credentials, 
CO2 is a refrigerant  capable of efficiently supplying water 
at  70° C and above. The ë transcriticalí  CO2 refrigeration 
cycle delivers heat as the high pressure, high temperature  
refrigerant cools sensibly (as opposed to traditional 
refrigerants that condense at a  lower temperature), and 
makes a great candidate for retrofitting systems that 
previously employ ed traditional heating s chemes. 

The new heat pumps at Wolfson connect into the 
original district heating system. However, there have been 
necessary modifications to adapt the system to  efficient 
heat pump operation, including re engineering aspects of 
the heat network to ensure  the water return temperatures 
are significantly lower than they were previously. 

Heat pumps become more energy efficient as the inlet 
(return) water temperature reduces. CO2 heat pumps 
are no different, and the return temperature must be 
below 33° C for reasonable efficiency, and lower return 
temperatures increase efficiency.

HEAT NETWORKS  |  CO2 REFRIGERANT

Using CO2 as a refrigerant in heat 
pumps is ideal for retrofi  ts  requir ing 
higher temperature heat. Daniel 
Clark, of Isentra, reports on the 
refurbishment of Wolfson College, 
which is using heat pumps for 
district heating and DHW

Turning to CO2 refrigerant 
in large scale retrofi  ts
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h is cost model is based upon a fulfilment 
centre of 1.50 million ft2 of fully automated 
warehouse space (no cold storage provided) 
and associated office of 145,000ft2 gross 
internal area  and 118,900ft2  net internal 
area  (NIA; CAT A) to provide office 

accommodation and support to the fulfilment centre. 
The f acility is located outside the M25, on a large 

business or industrial estate with close links to main 
arterial roads. The cost model provides a comparison 
between the fulfilment centre and office for heating and 
cooling systems.

The industrial park benefits from large solar arrays, 
small scale battery storage, a solar hot water farm and 
ground source heat pumps supporting a centralised 
energy strategy, to provide low carbon energy to the park. 
(These are not considered within the cost model as they 
form part of the wider infrastructure of the park.) 

The office and fulfilment centre are connected to 
the district energy network ( low temperature hot water 
and electrical) to provide part of the base load energy 
requirement with ë top upí   supplied by additional plant 
within the fulfilment centre and office demises.

Heating and cooling 
In the  past two years, there has been a large expansion 
in online retailing and demand has grown for large 
storage facilities with attached offices that are operational 
 24  hours a day ñ  they must also have low carbon and 
operational costs. 

Sustainable and low carbon buildings are now a key 
requirement for developers, investment funds and end 
users. Recent legislative changes mean fossil fuel burning 
technologies are no longer acceptable within new 
developments, so there is a shift to electric heating and 
cooling technologies, and existing plant is being adapted 
to cut building carbon and energy use.

In this cost model, the business park is using solar 
arrays and small scale battery storage to provide 
an element of onsite electrical generation, which is 
distributed by a private electrical network to the demises. 
The heating and hot water requirements are met by a 

 In the push to decarbonise , consultants are 
considering heat pumps and ambient loops 
to heat and cool  business parks. Aecomí s 
Hannah Reynolds and Max Rattenbury
 examine  the costs  for an electric o!  ce and 
fulfi  l ment centre just outside London
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Cost model

Heating and cooling systems 
in industrial business parks
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solar hot water farm and ground source heat pump system, which is 
distributed using a centralised energy network terminating at plate 
heat exchangers within the demises of the units.

The secondary side plant is provided within the demises of the 
office and fulfilment centre via water source heat pumps (WSHPs), 
air source heat pumps (ASHPs) and a hybrid variable refrigerant flow 
(VRF) system. The two uses are linked via an ambient loop so that 
energy is shared between the two, with either heat or cooling being 
extracted or rejected to or from the ambient loop. 

Project  details
The fulfilment centre has a combination of WAHPs, ASHPs and 
close coupled VRF units to air handlers and door air curtains. Hot 
water to showers and bathrooms is provided by instantaneous hot 
water heaters and storage calorifiers supported by WSHP s to generate 
domestic hot water. 

The office is based upon providing standard British Council of 
Offices  office accommodation in terms of population and air volumes. 
The NIA is based  on a population of  one person per 10m2 of NIA and 
an air volume of 16 L· s 1 per person. Heating and cooling to the CAT A 
spaces are provided by a combination of WSHP s, ASHP s and a hybrid 
VRF system .

The two uses are linked via an ambient loop so that heating and 
cooling requirements between the two  can be better managed in 
terms of energy sharing and requirements, and reduce the overall 
consumption of energy. 
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The rates are current in the third quarter of 
2021, based on a location factor of outside the M25. 
Exclusions include, but are not limited to, main 
 contractor over heads and profit, preliminaries, 
professional fees, and VAT. Both buildings are designed 
to meet B reeam Excellent standards. The cost model 
has excluded any allowance for increased lead in times, 
effects of C ovid,  or currency fluctuations. 

Next  steps
 Stricter legislation  is likely to drive further  reductions in 
energy  use and a buildingí s carbon footprint. These new 
targets  will be met  through new technology and energy
reduction measures. In an office, this could be wider 
temperature ranges on floor plates,  reducing the volume 
of air per person, and  natural ventilation .

Energy use could be reduced by connecting users 
across the business park, enabling buildings to share 
heating and cooling through the ambient loop. For 
example, heat rejection from the refrigeration element 
of a large scale supermarket could provide low grade 
heat for a residential or hotel development.  CJ
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!"#$%&'(#&)(*++,%&'(*+-$(.+)", Commercial offi ce Fulfi lment centre

Unit Rate £ Unit Rate £

/!011(234(5670
Disposal installations
!"##$%&'"()$(*+,$&)%+-(+.$&,"&/+(&'"-0&1(-,*2&
+()&#0+(,2&-('01)-(.&#13#* 34 5678 34 8697

8#$"9(%&-$#,,#$%+&-
:(*,+(,+($"1*&;",<=+,$%&;$+,$%*
Storage calorifi ers linked to WSHPs

34

34

4658
5647

34

34

8657
8647

/:#*"(;"#$%&'(#&)(#%9(($9"#$."&$
Air source heat pumps (ASHPs)
Water source heat pumps (WSHPs)
VRF over-door heaters (high bay doors)
Close-coupled VRF units to AHUs
Connection to site-wide energy network via 
#0+,$&;$+,&$>';+(.$%*
Ambient loop, including pumps, pipework, etc 
(cost split on area)
Primary pipe work distribution
?#",&'""0-(.&@-+&AB&1(-,*
?#$'-+0-*$)&'""0-(.&,"&'"331(-'+,-"(&%""3*
AHUs (roof-mounted for offi ce, external 
compound for warehouse)
Ductwork installations

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

5C657
D64E
FGH
C65I

4654

5678
4J6EC
5647
FGH

546EI
5E647

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

D685
56JD
569J
5684

86E7

5678
467C
8647
76DI

76CE
764E

52<(2(=(>?<(6@<
VRF installation to offi ces
K+(&,$%3-(+0&1(-,*&/"%&*1##0L&+()&$>,%+',&+-%&
,"&=+%$;"1*$
Ductwork distribution

34

34

34

D864E
FGH

77648

34

34

34

FGH
C64E

5I64E

A0B(*+&$9#*$+9-(+&(*+-$-
Builders’ work in connection with services
MEP testing and commissioning
MEP sub contract preliminaries

34

34

34

76I4
76CE
4D6CJ

34

34

34

567C
56C9
C6J9

<+$#,(*+-$ CDDEFGE( CHIFGJ(
Table right: Cost model for a fulfi lment centre and offi ce on a large business 
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CPD PROGRAMME

Assessing phenolic foam 
ducts for reduced embodied 
and operational carbon

Ductwork systems that are used to distribute air in ventilation systems are, in most 
cases, practically a lifetime investment for a building, so decisions made at the time of 
the ductwork design will directly impact the buildingí s life cycle carbon impact and 
lifetime financial cost. Historically, the majority of ductwork distribution systems in 
commercial buildings have been constructed of galvanised steel, providing a robust, 
long lasting, and effective solution. Alternative materials have increasingly been 
applied in appropriate applications, which in recent years have included ductwork 
made of faced phenolic foam insulation boards. This CPD will explore some of the 
significant factors that determine the appropriateness of employing phenolic foam 
ductwork systems in commercial buildings.

Much of the change to traditional ductwork practices is being driven by the 
requirement to reduce the environmental impact of building services systems. CIBSE 
Guide Part L 2020 Sustainability discusses the two types of CO2 equivalent emissions 
associated with buildings: the embodied emissions of the products that make up the 
building, and the operational emissions that are mostly associated with the energy 
consumption of the day to day use of the building. The stages that are combined to 
provide a standardised measure of embodied carbon, as defined in BS EN 15978,1 are 
illustrated in Figure 1. CIBSE TM 652 notes that a large proportion of building services 
productsí  carbon emissions is associated with extraction, transport and processing 
of materials, and the energy consumption used in the manufacture of the products 
(stages A1 A3), so the majority of the embodied carbon in mechanical services will be 
directly related to the ë productí  stage. Environmental product declarations (EPDs) are 
a standardised way of expressing embodied carbon and other environmental impacts 
throughout the life cycle stages of a product. 

TM 65 notes that an EPD should be considered as the most reliable source of 
information about the environmental impacts of a product. In the discussion of the 
assessment methodologies, it is noted that ë maintenance, repair, deconstruction and 
transport to waste processing are often not included due to lack of dataí  ñ  a challenge 

that affects current practical assessments 
and comparisons of products and the ability 
to determine an EPD, since that includes an 
assessment of the end of life stage (C1 to C4) 
and reuse, recovery and recycling (D).

As noted by TM 65, very few manufacturers 
of building services products offer EPDs, 
mainly because of the complexity of 
mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) 
products and their supply chain, but also 
because incentives from the market and 
regulation are missing. TM 65 provides 
ë basicí  and ë mid levelí  methodologies that are 
complementary to the EPD in order to be able 
to assess and compare environmental impact 
realistically with reduced reliance on stages C 
and no inclusion of stage D.

As described by Densley Tingley et al in 
their very useful paper,3 phenolic foam has a 
closed cell structure that resists moisture and 
water vapour ingress, so providing a suitable 
core material for insulation boards (which are 
used in forming ductwork), with a low thermal 
conductivity of 0.020W.m 1K 1 (compared 
with expanded polystyrene (EPS) at 
0.038W.m 1K 1, mineral wool at 0.036W.m 1K 1

and polyisocyanurate (PIR) at 0.027W.m 1K 1). 
In further work4 by Densley Tingley et al, they 
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remark that in common with many building 
products, there is little published work on 
the end of life stage of phenolic foam (which, 
in the context of their paper, is referring 
particularly to external wall insulation 
systems), and owing to the layered nature of 
the systems ñ  and the use of adhesives and 
tapes ñ  it would be likely that any phenolic 
foam ductwork system removed at end of life 
would be viewed as contaminated. As such, 
it would likely be sent to landfill, although it 
could be incinerated with energy recovery. It 
is noted that the importance of developing 
strategies for effective removal and disposal of 
such systems might best be taken into account 
during system development.

The relevant UK/European standard for 
the basic requirements and characteristics for 
ductwork made of insulation boards and used 
in ventilation and air conditioning systems 
of buildings (for human occupancy) is BS EN 
13403:2003.5 The core requirements of the 
standard are summarised in Table 1.

Independent tests6 on a sample of a 
commercially available phenolic foam 
ductwork system indicate that the material 
and the fabrication method, as shown in a 
simplified form for a straight duct in Figure 6, 
produces ductwork that has integrity class C.

The US Underwriters List (UL) standards 
are often referred to when considering 
specifications for ductwork. UL 181 is an 
American National Standards Institution 
(ANSI) recognised standard for factory 
made ducts and connectors, which was most 
recently updated in 2021 ñ  the standard may 
be viewed at no cost on the UL website.7 The 
standard provides a range of performance 
tests that cover similar areas to BS EN 13403, 
which in summary includes: testing for 
flame penetration and burning, and flame 
resistance (for jointing materials); corrosion 
resistance; and mould growth as well as tests 
on the structural integrity (including impact, 
puncturing, sagging, torsion and collapse) 
and stability under various temperature and 
humidity conditions. Ductwork systems that 
comply with the requirements of UL 181 are 
listed on the UL website !"#$%&'()*+!,,(-./

A comparative embodied carbon analysis8

was undertaken to illustrate the relative 
embodied carbon of an example length 
of phenolic circular ductwork compared 
with an equivalently dimensioned spirally 
wound galvanised steel duct. Although not 
a comparison of EPDs as defined by BS EN 
15804, this was undertaken in line with the 
criteria from that standard for life cycle stages 
A1 to A4. The comparison was based on a 
10 metre length of 250mm nominal diameter 
ductwork including duct hangers, jointing 
and taping, with similar levels of insulation 

and vapour protection. This study did not include a consideration of the typically 
uncertain section C ë end of lifeí  and section D ë beyond end lifeí , but as shown in a 
summary of the findings in Figure 1, it indicates that the phenolic foam ductwork 
system had the significantly lower embodied carbon equivalent of the two.

A whole life cost exercise (excluding operational energy use) was undertaken,9

comparing a ductwork system fabricated from a phenolic foam and one of mineral 
fibre insulated galvanised steel ductwork. It indicated a reduction in total cost (in 
the order of 20% for an installation of capital cost circa £175k) across the range of 
ductwork sizes in a low pressure ductwork system. The report indicates that the 

Figure 1: Information for a life-cycle assessment as defined by BS EN 15978:2011, 
including typical system boundaries (Source TM652!

Figure 2: Comparative embodied 
carbon study of phenolic foam 
duct (including duct supports and 
hanger systems) and standard metal 
ductwork plus insulation (including 
duct supports and hanger systems). 
EN 15804 System Boundary: 
Stages A1-A3 Product, Module A4 
Transport (Source: Hilson Moran8!
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phenolic foam ductwork system is likely to suffer minimal damage during its life, 
particularly where ductwork is installed within a ceiling void, and any repairs are 
relatively simply cut and fixed into the duct.

There are applications that are not appropriate for phenolic foam ducts including:
■ Unprotected outdoor or underground use (an example of properly protected 

external phenolic foam ductwork is shown in Figure 4)
■ Carrying solid particles or corrosive gases
■ Smoke extraction from kitchens, laboratories, and so on
■ Where the minimum air temperature is less than  20° C 
■ Where humidity conditions are outside manufacturersí  specifications.
However, there are many applications that may be suitable. In commercially 

available phenolic foam ducting, the plastic 
laminate coating on the internal duct face 
has a low equivalent roughness factor that, 
as well as not supporting mould growth and 
having anti bacterial properties,10 provides 
a low air pressure drop, so reducing energy 
consumption and operational carbon. The 
lightweight phenolic foam duct (as illustrated 
in Figures 3 and 6) can also allow the routing 
of ductwork in situations where metal 
ductwork could not be adequately supported 
by the structure. 

Just as with any ductwork system, the 
stage B ë in useí  and ë operationí  factors can be 
significantly impacted through the quality 
of the design and the integrity of the 
installation, operation, and maintenance. 
Each application must be individually 
assessed so that the designer has confidence 
that the solution is safe and can provide an 
efficient lifetime solution.
!!"#$%&'()*$+,++-
■ "#$%!&'!()*+!,-!.'$!$+.+$+%/+01
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duct board, material from the inside surface of the ductwork must not break away, flake off, or 
&#*9%$E)<$+'$%*0%<$:;-)+;()*+%*/%$/*&)*+A

:>=%F$&)&(;+'$%;G;)+&(%
>/$&&,/$

H>>/*>/);($:D%;&&$-.:$<%;)/%<,'(&%;+<%'*++$'(*/%&$'()*+&%9)(#%I*)+(&J%-,&(%9)(#&(;+<%)+($/+;:%

;)/%>/$&&,/$%*0%@AB%()-$&%(#$%-;+,0;'(,/$/K&%/;($<%>*&)()E$%>/$&&,/$%!;+<%;(%:$;&(%@88L;=A

:>9%H)/%:$;M;G$%0;'(*/%
;+<%;)/%()G#(+$&&%':;&&

The duct should not exceed specified air leakage factors and the air leakage class designated 
;&%H%(*%NJ%9#$/$%N%#;&%;%:*9$&(%:$;M;G$%0;'(*/A%"#)&%)&%($&($<%)+%;''*/<;+'$%9)(#%12%34%

5B8OP@88Q%!"#$%&'$%(#)*(+),-%&.%#/01)23""$)4"$'&)'%+).-5$0)6%$3)+"5$'#/-&'+)0"5$%(#1)7"8-%+"4"#$0)
*(+)0$+"#/$3)'#.)&"'9'/"1

:>:%1,:G)+G%;+<R*/%';E)+G%
;+<%;)/%:$;M;G$

"#$%9;::%*0%(#$%<,'(%-,&(%+*(%.,:G$%;+<R*/%';E$%.D%-*/$%(#;+%6S%*0%)(&%9)<(#%*/%68%--J%

9#)'#$E$/%)&%(#$%G/$;($/%E;:,$A%"#$%-;C)-,-%;::*9;.:$%;)/%:$;M;G$%)&%(;.,:;($<%)+%(#$%&(;+<;/<A

:>?%2,>>*/(&%;+<%#;+G$/& The requirements are specified in BS EN 12236:2002 !"#$%&'$%(#)*(+),-%&.%#/01):-5$6(+9)3'#/"+0)
'#.)0-;;(+$01)7"8-%+"4"#$0)*(+)0$+"#/$3A
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The ductwork should conform to the requirements specified in BS EN 12097:2006 !"#$%&'$%(#)
*(+),-%&.%#/0)<):-5$6(+9)<)7"8-%+"4"#$0)*(+).-5$6(+9)5(4;(#"#$0)$()*'5%&%$'$")4'%#$"#'#5")(*)
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Specific requirements for the duct boards (in this case phenolic foam boards)

:>A>8%V$;:(#%;+<%&;0$(D "#$%)+&,:;()*+%-;($/);:&%,&$<%-,&(%+*(%.$%:)&($<%)+%(#$%3W%X;+G$/*,&%2,.&(;+'$&%X)/$'()E$%

QO5RB7YR33N%H++$C%5%&*%+*+Z';/')+*G$+)'A%

:>A>=%[)'/*.);:%G/*9(# The materials must withstand specified test requirements (using test moulds and cultures) 
after first having been exposed to 20 cleaning simulations.

:>A>9%1*;/<%&()00+$&& A specified method is given to test the rigidity of the boards.

:>A>:%?;($/%E;>*,/%

/$&)&(;+'$
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The tolerance on the length and width of the duct boards are defined when tested in 
;''*/<;+'$%9)(#%12%34%Y@@P@856%>3"+4'&)%#0-&'$%#/);+(.-5$0)*(+),-%&.%#/)';;&%5'$%(#01)
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#,-)<)(D

The maximum dimensional changes in length, width and thickness are specified at 70°C and 
90% relative humidity and tested in accordance with CEN/TC 88 >3"+4'&)%#0-&'$%#/)4'$"+%'&0)
'#.);+(.-5$0%4%7OYA

:>A>A%?$)G#($<%

;'*,&()';:%;.&*/>()*+

The weighted acoustical absorption is determined according to BS EN ISO 11654:1997 
@5(-0$%501)2(-#.)',0(+,"+0)*(+)-0")%#),-%&.%#/01)7'$%#/)(*)0(-#.)',0(+;$%(#%;+<%-,&(%+*(%.$%:$&&%
than the given specified values.

:>A>B%"#$/-;:%>/*>$/()$&
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for buildings – Factory made phenolic foam (PF) products – SpecificationA

:>A>C Reaction to fire
The reaction to fire classification (Euroclass) is determined in accordance with BS EN 13501-
5P@85Y%Fire classification of construction products and building elements – Part 1: Classification using 
data from reaction to fire testsA

Figure 3: Basic (and simplified) stages of straight laminated phenolic foam duct fabrication 
Foil face/phenolic board/plastic face pre-cut board rolled -> joints taped -> resulting duct 
(shape dependent on pre-cut grooves in phenolic insulation board) (Source: Spiralite)

T;'(*/D%;>>:)$<%]0*):]%

$C($/+;:%:;D$/

";>$<%I*)+(

2>)G*(%I*)+$/%)+&$/($<%

and fixed into one end

L:;&()'%:;-)+;($%*+%)+($/+;:%&,/0;'$J%&)($%

;>>:)$<%;0($/%',(()+G%&#$$(%-;($/);:

Figure 4: Weather-protected installation 
of a phenolic ductwork system on exposed 
,../@&!8%&7%"38%,6,../&AB&,%4143"23&
laminate is tested up to 148°C

C1D*,%&E(&F23%,2"$&1243"$$"31.2&
of phenolic foam ductwork

Figure 6: Example phenolic ductwork prefabrication 
showing end joint spigot/socket connection, illustrating 
the low mass of the fabricated duct (Source: Spiralite)
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1.  Which stage in BS EN 15978:2011 relates to operational 

energy use?

A A2

B B3

C   B6

D C4

E   D

2.  What is the approximate thermal conductivity of phenolic 

foam insulation?

A 0.020W.m !K !

B 0.027W.m !K !

C 0.036W.m !K !

D   0.038W.m !K !

E 0.200W.m !K !

3.  Which standard is referenced for reaction to fi re for 

ductwork made of insulation boards?

A BS EN 12236:2002

B BS EN 13501 1:2018

C   BS EN 1507:2006

D BS EN 15804:2012+A2:2019

E BS EN 822:2013

4.  Which of these properties is not noted as requiring 

determination in either BS EN 13403 or the UL 181 

standards when assessing phenolic foam ductwork?

A Embodied carbon

B Impact of humidity extremes

C Impact of temperature extremes

D Reaction to fi re

E   Structural integrity (rigidity)

5.  In the specifi c study of embodied carbon shown in the 

article, what was the approximate reduction in embodied 

carbon of the example phenolic foam duct compared with 

standard metal ductwork?

A Less that 10%

B   Between 10% and 25%

C Between 25% and 50%

D   Between 50% and 75%

E More than 75%
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Product of the month
Rinnai releases new H3 heating element in drive to net zero
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two million units.
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UK scenarios. 
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increasingly polarised debate,’ says Goggin. 
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Manufacturer also plans to 
launch electric formats to 
existing ranges in next year

Elco boosts sales force  
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pump systems. Collins, who has more than 30 
years’ experience in the heating and plumbing 
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commercial heating and hot-water products. 
■ Visit www.elco.co.uk

Elco revitalises historic 
residential development  
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ultra-low NOx emissions. The boilers are connected to 
Elco’s Nexus Dual Stage Combined heat interface units, 
which provide heating and cooling outputs up to 20kW. 
■ Visit www.elco.co.uk 

 Panasonic reaches out to lecturers 
to encourage low carbon solutions 
Panasonic has partnered with the ‘Sparks’ series of 
&/&-")8("3'!+63($3,23(AB(2!**&6&(*&2"+'&')($,**(;&(%;*&(

to ‘meet the manufacturer’. 
>%T,-6(.*%2&(%2'!))("3&(AB("3'!+63!+"(U%-+%'9(%-0(

V&;'+%'9(?@??8("3&(M.%'T)(&/&-")(3,63*,63"("3&(-&&0("!(

&-2!+'%6&(%(-&$(6&-&'%",!-(!7(&-6,-&&')(%-0(,-)"%**&')(

to embrace low carbon solutions.
Panasonic’s wide range of heat pumps provides 

highly efficient heating and hot water, while 
%*)! ;&,-6 % '&*,%;*&8(*!$(2%';!-()!*+",!-("3%"(!77&')(

long-term energy savings. 
■ Visit www.aircon.panasonic.eu/GB_en
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 LED lights put to the test in classroom

!"#$%&'(#)*+#,)'*-.'/00,'+"#-$$#,)'#+.'120,34'(56'$#)*+'#,'+*0'

7$-"-'89*%:-,,'2"#:-";'.9*44$'#,'(0#2<#)='>0":-,;?'!*0'(56'

.;.+0:='@*#9*'A0-+%"0.'-,'#,+0)"-+03'71B'.0,.4"'A4"':4,#+4"#,)'

-#"'C%-$#+;='@-.'#,+"43%903'#,'2"02-"-+#4,'A4"'+*0'%294:#,)'!D'

$#)*+'/-,'+4':00+'+*0'.9*44$E.'*#)*'.+-,3-"3.'4A'A%,9+#4,-$#+;'

-,3'-220-"-,90?'F.'@0$$'-.'-$$4@#,)'A4"'2"09#.0':-,#2%$-+#4,'4A'

$#)*+'3#.2$-;='#+'*-.'-':430",'30.#),'@#+*'-'$-+0"-$'$#)*+'03)0'+*-+'

-$$4@.'A4"'-'2$0-.-,+'$0-",#,)'-+:4.2*0"0?

■ Visit www.trilux.com

Zumtobel sponsors the 
Luna Pro Project  
(#)*+#,)':-,%A-9+%"0"'G%:+4/0$'@#$$'/0'.24,.4"#,)'

+*0'(%,-'H"4'H"4I09+='I4#,#,)'-,'#,+0",-+#4,-$'+0-:'4A'

$#)*+#,)'.209#-$#.+.'+4'*0$2'2"4:4+0'+*0'#,#+#-+#J0?'

!*0'(%,-'H"4'2"4I09+='A4%,303'/;'6"'8*0$$0;'

K-:0.='"#)*+='#.':-L#,)'+*0'/%.#,0..'9-.0'A4" *0-$+*;'

$#)*+#,)='/"#,)#,)'+4)0+*0"'L0;'#,3%.+";'2$-;0".='A"4:'

:-,%A-9+%"0".'-,3'#,3%.+";'/43#0.'+4 -9-30:#9.?

■ Visit bit.ly/CJFeb22Luna or 
z.lighting/en/zumtobel
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Eco friendly wastewater tanks 
from Pump Technology  
H%:2'!09*,4$4);E.'6"-#,M-I4"'"-,)0'4A'

@-.+0@-+0"'2%:2#,)'.;.+0:'+-,L.'-"0',4@'

94,.+"%9+03'A"4:'A%$$;'"09;9$-/$0'24$;0+*;$0,0?

!*0'94:2-,;'.-;.'+*-+':-,;'4+*0"'+-,L.'A4"'

floor-mounted wastewater pumping systems are 
94,.+"%9+03'A"4:'-'>NH'$-:#,-+0'/4,303'@#+*'-'

24$;0.+0"'"0.#,='@*#9*='#+'.-;.='-"0',4+'"09;9$-/$0?

■ Call 0118 9821 555 or 
visit www.pumptechnology.co.uk

  S&Pí s new extraction fan earns Quiet Mark certifi cation
O0,+#$-+#4,'.209#-$#.+'8PH'QR'*-.'0&2-,303'#+.'"-,)0'4A'

certified low-noise products after launching its new Silent Dual 
extraction fan, which has been awarded the industry-leading 
Quiet Mark certification.

8-$0.'3#"09+4"'(00'H-)0'S$0A+T'.-#3'UV0'*-J0'34%/$0'"0-.4,'+4'

90$0/"-+0='@#+*'+*0'$-%,9*'4A'4%"'8#$0,+'6%-$'-,3'#+'/0#,)'"094),#.03'

with the Quiet Mark certification. We’re confident this type of fan 
340.',4+'0&#.+'#,'+*0'QR':-"L0+?E

Quiet Mark is an independent global certification programme 
that recognises excellence in low-noise products, technology, and 
.4$%+#4,.'+4'%,@-,+03',4#.0?'8#,90'M-"9*'BWBW='+*0',%:/0"'4A'#+.'

certified products has tripled, from 350 to more than 1,000.
Poppy Szkiler, CEO and co-founder of Quiet Mark, said: ‘S&P UK 

has achieved Quiet Mark certification consistently over the past nine 
years. Quiet Mark certification means managers can inform their 
9%.+4:0".'+*-+'+*0#"'2"43%9+.'-"0'-:4,)'+*0'C%#0+0.+'4,'+*0':-"L0+?E

■ Visit bit.ly/SilentDualQuietMark

  Chubbí s new fi re evacuation 
system sets the standard for 
performance and compliance
Global fire safety solutions provider Chubb has 
launched its High-Rise Evacuation Alert System 
to assist the UK’s fire and rescue services in 
.-A0$; 0J-9%-+#,)'"0.#30,+#-$'/%#$3#,).':4"0'+*-,'

18 metres high.
!*0'.;.+0:'@#$$'A-9#$#+-+0'+*0'#::03#-+0'

evacuation of any floor within a building to provide 
+*0'*#)*0.+'$0J0$.'4A'+0,-,+'-,3'-..0+'2"4+09+#4,?

Its operating panel is housed within a tamper-
2"44A'0,9$4.%"0'-,3'9-,'4,$;'/0'420,03'/;'-'

2-+0,+03'L0;'-,3'$49L':09*-,#.:'94,A4":#,)'+4'

BS EN 1303. The easy-to-use toggles enable fire 
-,3'"0.9%0'.0"J#90.'+4'#,.+-,+$;'-9+#J-+0'-$-":'

.4%,30".='@*#$0'+*0'(56'#,3#9-+4".'2"4J#30'-'9$0-"'

overview of evacuation-zone status. 
David Foord, fire sales director at Chubb, 

said: ‘For more than 200 years, Chubb has been 
94::#++03'+4':-L#,)'4%"'9%.+4:0".E'@4"$3'-'.-A0"'

place. The launch of our new High-Rise Evacuation 
Alert System is a reflection of this dedication.’
■ Visit bit.ly/CJFeb22Chubb2

Chubb and Airbox 
provide fully integrated 
asset monitoring tools  

Chubb, a global supplier of fire safety, 
.09%"#+;'-,3':4,#+4"#,)'.4$%+#4,.'

-,3 .0"J#90.='*-.'-,,4%,903'-'

collaboration with asset-tracking 
2"4J#30"'F#"/4&'8;.+0:.'+4'9"0-+0'-,'

integrated asset-monitoring solution.
!*0'2"4I09+'#,+0)"-+0.'7*%//E.'

access management system, ADACS, with Airbox’s command and control software to create a real-time 
situational awareness system. This technology provides a live CCTV feed directly to frontline field 
2"4A0..#4,-$.='#,9$%3#,)'$-@'0,A4"90:0,+='.209#-$'A4"90.='-,3'0:0")0,9;'.0"J#90.?

ADACS is a specialist solution, developed by Chubb’s in-house team, that can safeguard security at 
the highest-risk sites. Its information management system collates data from multiple channels, easily 
integrating with an organisation’s intruder detection and CCTV-monitoring technologies.

William Moore, CEO of Airbox Systems, said: ‘This collaboration with Chubb allows Airbox to make 
a positive impact on operative safety, and we are excited to work together to deliver cutting-edge 
.#+%-+#4,-$'-@-"0,0..'+09*,4$4);?E'

■ Visit bit.ly/CJFeb22Chubb
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Air Handling

Energy E!  ciency

Fire Protection

Certificate Number MCS 1201 
Heat Pumps

Ground Source Heat Pump 
Installations

Meeting Renewables Targets

Tel: 02392 450889
Fax: 02392 471319

www.groenholland.co.uk

Manufacturer of high quality bespoke AHU’s. 
Specialists in refurbishment and site assembly projects. 

Rapid delivery service available.
Aircraft Air Handling Ltd
Unit 20, Moorfi eld Ind Est, 

Cotes Heath, Stafford, ST21 6QY
Tel: 01782 791545  Fax: 01782 791283

Email: info@aircraftairhandling.com  Web: www.aircraftairhandling.com �
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Smart booster set from 
Aquatech Pressmain  
!"#$%&'()*+&,,-$./)'0$.-,).%,),-$+%)122,%&+),&%)

'$/)23&+'2-&)024)4$%&+)5+&,,#+&)./)1#.06./7,8)

9(&)!"#$-$%.')!:;)<)=>?5&&6)+$/7&)2@)4$%&+>

5+&,,#+&)122,%&+),&%,).,)&'2/2-.'$0)$/6)&/&+7A)

,$3./7B),$A,)%(&)'2-5$/AB)$/6).,),#.%$10&)@2+)

+&,.6&/%.$0)$/6)'2--&+'.$0)5+&-.,&,8)C%)./'0#6&,)

$/)=>?5&&6)./3&+%&+)'2/%+20)@2+)$#%2-$%.')'2/,%$/%)

5+&,,#+&B)$/6).,)$3$.0$10&)4.%()%42)%2)@2#+)5#-5,)

$/6)$)%42>A&$+)4$++$/%AB)4.%()$)DEF>6$A)'$00)2#%8)

■ Email info@aqpm.co.uk or 
visit www.aquatechpressmain.co.uk 

Wicklow Hospice powered 
by Panasonic heat pumps  
*$/$,2/.')$.+>%2>4$%&+)!"#$+&$)G&$%)*#-5,)$+&)

providing energy-efficient heating and hot water 
%2)%(&)H.'I024)G2,5.'&)./)C+&0$/6B)$)-26&+/B)

¤10m facility that provides palliative and respite 
'$+&8)J2/,#0%$/%,)K);)9.&+/&A)L)J2)$/6)-$./)

-&'($/.'$0)'2/%+$'%2+,)M#.//)N24/&,)'+&$%&6)$)6&,.7/)@2+)$)024)'$+12/)(&$%./7),A,%&-)%2),&+3.'&)%(&)

@$'.0.%.&,)2@)%(.,)/&4)(2,5.'&8)9(&),20#%.2/B)4(.'()@&$%#+&,)$)*$/$,2/.')!"#$+&$)G)?&+.&,)9>J$5),A,%&-B)

has a low environmental impact, requires minimal maintenance, and is highly energy- and cost-efficient.
■ Visit www.aircon.panasonic.eu/IE_en

  CIAT Epure Dynamics air 
purifi cation system enhances 
IAQ in hospitality venues 
JC!9)OP).,)+200./7)2#%).%,)$#%2-$%&6)./622+)$.+)"#$0.%A)

QC!MR),A,%&-B)=5#+&)NA/$-.',B)@2+)#,&)./)(2,5.%$0.%A)

3&/#&,)$,)%(&A)4&0'2-&)1$'I)'#,%2-&+,)$@%&+)

Covid-19 restrictions. The Epure Dynamic IAQ control 
,A,%&-).,)$3$.0$10&)2/)JC!9)@$/)'2.0)#/.%,)$/66#'%&6)

#/.%,8)C%)#,&,)$)/&%42+I)2@)'$0.1+$%&6)$.+)"#$0.%A)

,&/,2+,)%2)'2/%./#2#,0A)-&$,#+&)%(&)'2/'&/%+$%.2/)

2@)$.+12+/&)5$+%.'#0$%&,8)C@)%(.,)&S'&&6,)$)5+&>,&%)0&3&0B)

the system activates purification mode, switching on 
a high-efficiency filtration system. 
■ Visit bit.ly/CJFeb22CIAT
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Amajor new update to !"#$%&'(&')#*+%*)*,%&%*-#*%%.#*-&)*$&/)*)-%/%*+
will be one of the most important publications of 2022. Known  as the 
ë maintenance bibleí , the revision will include  key topics that have evolved 
since the last large update in 2014, including building  safety, health and 

comfort, and training.
Jo Harris,  hard FM ambassador at Sodexo, was  lead author of the 2014 update, 

and is leading the project workstream for Guide M from within  the CIBSE Facilities 
Management Group,  chaired by Geoff Prudence.  She also co authored 0123&
45/6%+%*,7&)*$&,5/6%+%*,7&/)*)-%/%*+&878+%/8&#*&9),#:#+#%8&/)*)-%/%*+.

 Here,  Harris summarises the main areas  addressed by the new Guide M and says it 
will be a key document for ensuring that buildings are safe and optimised for energy 
performance and occupant comfort.

!"#$%&$'(%)*$+$,*%-.$(/)01*)$-234

There  have been many areas of change since the current  guide was released in 2014. 
As well as  legislation, there is greater interest in the  workplace and the building 
services that support that environment. 

There is a section on  lessons learn ed from the response to the Covid 19 pandemic, 
particularly the need for flexibility in the face of dramatically changing occupancy 
rates and the importance of good ventilation management.  Meanwhile, the drive 
towards  net zero  carbon  in the UK and increased energy prices  have resulted in  the 
 energy efficiency and maintenance chapter being overhauled completely .

 The explosion in demand for smart buildings, plus the  Internet of  Things, is 
reflected in the rewriting of the controls chapter by the CIBSE  Controls  Group, with 
significant input from the Building Controls Industry Association .

The Hackitt report, written in the aftermath of the Grenfell Tower tragedy, is 
having a significant impact on the management and maintenance of buildings, 
including the introduction of the new role of building safety manager, which the 
industry needs to embrace. To ensure the proposed ë  golden  threadí  is maintained 
from design to operation of the building,  a new facilities managersí  guide to handover  
focuses on what should be provided by the project team to enable  efficient and 
effective operation of the building that aligns with the design.

523$3%66$1"*$,(%6)%-.$&07*1#$80-0.*9:&$

926*$077*;1$70;%6%1#$80-0.*8*-1$<=+>4

The appointment of a building safety 
manager for a higher risk building is  done 
by the ë accountable personí , which is more 
likely to be an entity than an individual. The 
accountable person may appoint a property 
or  FM company, or property  or managing 
agent,  to act  as the building safety manager on 
their behalf for the day to day management 
of the building.

The building safety manager will record, 
assess, report, monitor and control events and 
matters relating to building safety that involve 
other roles and parties. 

It is essential that the accountable person 
and, where applicable, the organisationí s 
building safety manager are able to show 
that the individual appointee has the 
required competence . The competences 
are aimed at the individual building safety 
manager or nominated individual working 
within an organisation. 

523$)2$#2($*-&(9*$,(%6)%-.$&07*1#$

80-0.*9&$09*$;28/*1*-14

The PAS 8673, from the BSI, gives 
guidance on the assessment of building 
safety managers in each of the following 
competence areas: governance; leadership 
and teamwork; building systems and safety; 
building operations; risk management; and 
change management.

Within these competence areas, a building 
safety manager should possess the following 
core competences: behaviour; fire safety, 
structural safety and public safety; managing 
building safety; knowledge management and 
communication; and buildings as systems, 
building systems and construction products.

!"2$&"2(6)$,*$9*0)%-.$%14

Guide M has always been aimed at owners, 
operators and maintainers, and facilities 
managers as a whole, and with specific 
interest for designers and project teams.

!"*-$3%66$%1$,*$0?0%60,6*4

Subject to the CIBSE review process, the plan 
is to have the completed version issued in the 
first half of 2022. There will be a launch event 
and roadshows, and training sessions to follow 
during the year. 

●  !"#$%&'("%')%*+"%,-./0%1#2343*3"5%
6#)#7"&")*%8('9:%3)249$3)7%$"*#345%';%
9:2'&3)7%"<")*5%#*%!!!"#$%&'"()*+,-

Q&A

Get tuned in to FM
!"#$%&#'"(#%)*+%',-*&%./0*')").%1,"-2").%&34*#56%
43("-"#5%73)3.*'&%+"--%)**2%#/%*)&,'*%#$*5%3'*%
competent  to fulfi l key new roles. !"#$%&&'(%8'*0"*+&%
#$*%)*+-5%,823#*2%973")#*)3)(*%1"1-*:%;,"2*%<%

@2$5099%&

A(%6)%-.$&07*1#$80-0.*9&$3%66$

"0?*$12$/92?*$1"*%9$;28/*1*-;*$
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government’s ambition of signifi cantly growing 
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&.+$E)*'23:@

CIBSE JOURNAL PODCASTSNATIONAL EVENTS 
AND CONFERENCES
Building Performance 
Awards 2022
!"#$%&'()'*#
!"#$%"&'()*%($+&'$("#$,-$./.'0$
1.(#2&'*#%3$*41)50*42$("#$4#/$
+&'$-6--$789&0*#0$:.'9&4$
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CIBSE REGIONS AND 
GROUP EVENTS
:"#1A$("#$/#9%*(#$+&'$
5DG(&G0.(#$*4+&'8.(*&4$&4$
'#2*&4%$.402'&5D%$8##(*42%3$
/#9*4.'% .40$D&01.%(%<
+++,-.&/%,0'12%4%56/

East Midlands: 
Whole building risk 
mitigation around 
Covid 19 using UVGI
7#$%&'()'*
H'$H.>*0$I)&>#'3$&+$@).%8.$
:)#.43$/*))$D'#%#4($&4$
JKIL (#1"4&)&2C$.40$*(%$
D'.1(*1.)$#F.8D)#%<$

Scotland: Scottish 
net zero public 

sector buildings 
standard (NZPSB)
89#$%&'()'*
M.8*#$I&("$/*))$*4('&051#$("#$
$%(.40.'03$.40$:).*'#$N"#*)%$
/*)) D'#%#4($.$1.%#$%(50C$
1&>#'*42$("#$.DD)*1.(*&4$&+$
$*(%$D'*41*D)#%$*4$D'.1(*1#$(&$
O*+#:&))#2#P%$4#/G95*)0$D'&E#1(<$

HVAC Group: 
Electrifi  cation of heat 
and load management
8:#$%&'()'*
;$D.4#)$&+$25#%($%D#.A#'%$/*))$
discuss how to effi ciently size 
("#'8.)$%(&'.2#$$.40$"#.(*42$
D).4(3$.40$8.4.2#$("#$*8D.1($
&4$#)#1('*1.)$*4+'.%('51(5'#<$
K*%*( ("#$2'&5DP%$Q*4A#0L4$&'$
:L=N7$#>#4($D.2#$(&$'#2*%(#'<

Merseyside and North 
Wales: Acoustics, 
ventilation and 
overheating guide
8;#$%&'()'*
?*("$%D#.A#'$;4("&4C$
:"*)(&43$"#.0$&+$.1&5%(*1%$
.(R.FO&'0".8<$

HCNE: Wastewater 
heat recovery
!!#$%&'()'*
ND#.A#'$H'$M&#$N"&'(3$(#1"4*1.)$
0*'#1(&'$&+$S#1*'1$74#'2C3$/*))$
D'#%#4($.$/"*%()#$G%(&D$(&5'$
&+$/.%(#/.(#'$"#.($'#1&>#'C3
/*("$. +&15%$&4$854*1*D.)$
/.%(#/.(#'$"#.($'#1&>#'C<

LIVE ONLINE 
TRAINING COURSES
:L=N7$('.*4*42$1&5'%#%$".>#$
9##4$'#+&'8.((#0$(&$/&'A$
&4)*4#3$/*("$.$)*>#$('.*4#'3$$%&$C&5
1.4$#FD#1($("#$%.8#$*4(#'.1(*&4$
.40$D.'(*1*D.(*&4$.%$C&5$/&5)0$
*4$.$1).%%'&&8$%#((*42<$
<3-0=.51#-0('/%/>

Electrical services 
explained
7?8@#$%&'()'*

High voltage (11kV) 
distribution and 
protection
7#$%&'()'*

Heat networks code 
of practice (CP1)
;?7#$%&'()'*

Fundamentals of 
drainage 
8@#$%&'()'*

Fire alarm detection and 
codes BS5839 1: 2017
89#$%&'()'*

Energy surveys
8:#$%&'()'*

Designing water e!  cient 
hot and cold supplies
!!#$%&'()'*
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